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Beckhoff sees itself as a technology-driven company borne by the enthusiasm for the possibilities of PC-based automation. However, that has never distorted our view of the fact that the
development of innovative products and technologies can only be successful if they go hand in
hand with the establishment of appropriate sales channels and markets. At the beginning of the
1990s, Beckhoff began to develop a deep sales network in Germany; that was followed in 1999
by the establishment of the first subsidiary in Switzerland. Whereas there were already three
subsidiary companies and representation by distributors
in around 20 countries in the year 2000, we are today
well-positioned with our technology in over 60 countries worldwide and can take pride in a strong ‘Beckhoff
Community’ that has grown to 24 subsidiaries.
In view of the global financial and economic crisis, the
question has also been raised in our company as to
whether we should temporarily freeze our expansion
plans or invest further in the development of our international sales network. With our sound technological,
financial and organizational footing, we decided to deal
with the situation offensively and opted to make further
strategic investments in order to develop our position
in key markets.
Kai Ristau, Head International Sales
Accordingly, we founded a new subsidiary company in
Norway in 2009, established a distribution partner in
Lebanon and took over our long-standing partner in the UK as a branch office of the Beckhoff
group (see page 48). We also made far-reaching decisions last year and initiated activities for
strong development in 2010: Beckhoff Malaysia is already active; a subsidiary in Israel will
start up soon. Beckhoff’s plans foresee that we will have grown to 30 subsidiaries by the end
of 2010.
The success of our strategy can be proven in figures: despite the worldwide crisis, we have been
able to achieve export business growth from 44 percent to 50 percent of our total turnover.
Our goal is to increase our foreign business by the year 2015 to over 65 percent of turnover.
In order to achieve that, we must offer not only innovative technologies and products, but
also strong technical sales and support, reliable service and local training courses. Worldwide,
around 40 percent of Beckhoff’s employees work in Sales and in sales-orientated departments
in order to offer our customers exceptional consultation and technological support.
However, it is not just economic considerations that have driven the development of our global
sales network forward, but also the conviction that PC-based control technology, made in
Germany, is part of the future. With our enthusiasm for technology and the joy of continually
breaking new technological ground, it is not only us who makes progress; you, our customers,
also benefit by our efforts to continually elevate to new technological levels (see TwinCAT 3,
page 14, for example) and helping you become increasingly efficient and more competitive. On
top of that, international cooperation is very rewarding and promotes mutual understanding
and respect beyond cultural borders.
We are excited to see what the rest of the year will bring and look forward to continued service
to you and a Hanover Fair 2010 (see page 4) that will in all probability force the crisis into the
background with various inspiring innovations and new technologies.
Kai Ristau, Head International Sales
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Hanover Fair 2010
Hanover Fair 2010, the world and leading trade fair for automation technology, takes place from 19 – 23 April 2010 in
Hanover, Germany. Beckhoff is displaying its entire range of products for PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology on
an area of 900 sqm in Hall 9, Booth F06. New products and technologies can be seen in the Beckhoff IPC, I/O, Motion and
Automation technology forums. One major item will be the presentation of the new software generation TwinCAT 3.

PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology
Beckhoff is presenting its complete range of IPC products at Hanover Fair, from
the energy-saving compact PC based on Intel® Atom™ to high-end PCs with
Intel® Core™2 Quad. New items include flat 19-inch IPCs for rack installation
and the stainless steel panel series (see page 10). The Control Panels and Panel
PCs in a high-quality stainless steel finish are characterized by their gapless
housing design with flush-mounted touch panels.
Also new are the highly integrated PCI-Express plug-in cards. The Beckhoff
PCIe modules are based on the PCI-Express standard and extend the various
Beckhoff Industrial PC series by additional interfaces, e.g. Ethernet ports (see
page 12).

The 16-channel modules for the IP 20 and IP 67 systems will be at the center
of attention in the I/O forum. The HD (High-Density) Bus Terminals feature
16 digital connection points in the housing of a 12 mm electronic terminal
block. This reduces the space required in the control cabinet and significantly
lowers the channel price. The HD Bus Terminals are implemented for E-bus and
K-bus in different versions, e.g.:
| 16 digital inputs, 16 digital outputs
| 8 digital inputs + 8 digital outputs
| 8 digital inputs (2-wire technology)
| 8 digital outputs (2-wire technology)
| 8 thermocouples (2-wire technology)

16-channel IP 67 Box

EtherCAT drives up to 120 kW

The EtherCAT Box series is

The Beckhoff AX51xx Servo Drive

also supplemented consis-

series is being systematically ex-

tently by new products. The

panded. Alongside the new AX5140

new EtherCAT Box modules

with a rated current of 40 A, Servo

contain 16 channels, so that

Drives up to 170 A are supplement-

wiring and costs are significantly

ing the range of products for highly

reduced. The 16-channel box will be avail-

dynamic positioning tasks. New are

able in various input/output versions.

the Synchronous Servomotors from
the AM3000 series, which are now
also available as FDA-compliant
solutions for the sensitive areas of
food production and packing.
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Beckhoff at Photovoltaic Technology Show
Beckhoff is presenting its products and system solutions for the photovoltaic
industry from 27 to 29 April in Hall 6, Booth L14, at Photon Expo 2010,
which is taking place this year for the first time in Stuttgart, Germany. With
the extension of TwinCAT automation software by the “TwinCAT Kinematic
Transformation” library, robots can now also be integrated seamlessly into
the PC Control, which means that PLC, Motion Control, HMI and robotics run
on just one Industrial PC. TwinCAT supports various parallel and serial kinematics, such as those used for pick-and-place tasks. Application examples in
photovoltaic production are loading and unloading in automatic production
lines for solar cells.
TwinCAT 3: eXtended Automation (XA)
Following the preview at SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2009, TwinCAT 3 will also be
presented for the first time to the worldwide professional audience at
Hanover Fair. TwinCAT 3 is the PC-based control software, with which the
standard automation world is extended considerably. In addition to the
object-oriented IEC 61131-3 extensions, the languages of the IT world are
available in C and C++. The integration of Matlab®/Simulink® enables the
application in scientific fields. The modules are executable in the different
languages in a common runtime under hard real-time conditions, using
multi-core technology and with 32- or 64-bit operating systems (see also
cover story, starting from page 14).

The main information at a glance:
| Hanover Fair 2010, Germany
| 19 – 23 April 2010
| Opening hours:
| Monday – Friday 9 am – 6 pm
www.beckhoff.com/hmi
www.hannovermesse.com
Beckhoff: 6 times at Hanover Fair 2010:
| Beckhoff main booth: Hall 9, Booth F06
| EtherCAT Technology Group: Hall 9, Booth D18
| PLCopen/OPC: Hall 9, Booth A54
| Microsoft: Hall 9, Booth G18
| PROFIBUS user organisation: Hall 11, Booth A49
| OWL Maschinenbau: Hall 16, Booth A04

www.photon-expo.com
www.beckhoff.com/photon

Scientific Automation at
Sensor+Test 2010

Beckhoff is presenting its solutions for PC-based measurement technology from 18 to 20 May 2010 in Nuremberg, Germany, at Sensor+Test, the
international trade fair for sensor systems, measuring and test technology.
Beckhoff offers open and flexible solutions for high-performance measurement technology with PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology. The basis
for this is offered by powerful Beckhoff Industrial PCs in conjunction with
high-performance EtherCAT Terminals and the EtherCAT high-speed fieldbus, as well as the measuring technology or Condition Monitoring function
blocks integrated in TwinCAT. Measuring variables are acquired in the Bus
Terminal or the EtherCAT Terminal system and transported to the central
controller via a fast bus system, such as EtherCAT. Numerous PLC libraries
with different filters and controllers are available for subsequent processing
in TwinCAT.
www.sensor-test.com
www.beckhoff.com/sensor-test
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High-tech production for PCB assembly:
expansion of production capacities at the Verl site

Beckhoff extends manufacturing depth with
the takeover of Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG
Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG in Verl, Germany, has become a member of the Beckhoff group of companies with effect
from 1 December 2009. Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG is a specialist for printed circuit board assembly and in this field is
the main supplier of components for Beckhoff’s control technology. The company has a high-tech production facility
in Verl, especially for SMT equipment, with over 110 employees and a manufacturing area of 4,500 sq. meters.

Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG manufactures and installs
electronic modules and complete units. The range of
services covers printed circuit board assembly from the
prototype to series production. Using an ultra-modern
machine pool, different kinds of circuit boards can be
assembled efficiently. In order to achieve high quality
standards, x-ray inspection takes place in addition to
the ‘automatic optical inspection’ (AOI). The production is mainly focused on the population of PCBs with
SMTs (Surface Mount Technology), i.e. the mounting
of electronic components on the surface of the circuit
board.

The managing directors of Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG
are Roland Smyczek, who is responsible for EMS
(Electronic Manufacturing Services) and human resources, and Michael Schlegel, who is responsible for
technology.
“The two Verl-based companies are linked by a longstanding successful cooperation. A large proportion
of the printed circuit boards for Beckhoff automation
components, from the I/O Bus Terminal to the highly
integrated Industrial Motherboard, is manufactured by
Smyczek,” reports Hans Beckhoff, managing director
of Beckhoff Automation GmbH. “The integration of

Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG

|
|
|
|

|
|
|

Key figures:
Headquarters: Verl
Employees: 113
Production space: 4,500 m²
Founded: 1985
Range of services:
SMT equipment
(Surface Mount Technology)
THT equipment
(Through-Hole Technology)
Quality assurance by automatic
optical inspection (AOI) and x-ray
inspection
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Beckhoff supports
University of Applied Sciences
with endowed chair

The management team at Smyczek GmbH & Co. KG
(left to right): Roland Smyczek (EMS and human resources)
and Michael Schlegel (technology)

Smyczek in the Beckhoff Group is intended to further
intensify the cooperation, in order to bring new technologies and products onto the market faster.”
With the expansion of production capacities and the
extension of the manufacturing depth, Beckhoff is well
set up to be able to optimally achieve the planned
corporate growth in the next few years.
In addition to Beckhoff, Smyczek also manufactures
for further industrial customers, who similarly benefit
from the investments in new technology and can thus
increase the competitiveness of their products.

From August 2010, Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences will offer practiceintegrated “Industrial Engineering” and “Mechatronics/Automation” Bachelor
degree courses at its new Gütersloh location. The courses are characterized
by strong links between theory and practice. The studies are combined with
engineering-related work in a company. Beckhoff supports the new study location with an endowed chair for “Electrical Engineering and Automation” to the
tune of 100,000 euros per year over five years.
For Hans Beckhoff the establishment of a new place of study at Gütersloh (near
the German Beckhoff headquarters in Verl) is an important step for training
qualified skilled workers locally and creating regional bonds: “Our employees
are our most important capital; they have the technology in their heads. Only
with an excellently trained team are we able to keep up with the demands of the
globalised labor market. For us it therefore goes without saying that it is indeed
necessary to invest in training and professional development of our staff. With
the endowed chair we take a new approach to support, because we believe in the
study concept offered at Gütersloh.” Beckhoff intends to delegate up to twelve
students to the course each year.
www.fh-bielefeld.de/guetersloh

Two endowed chairs for Gütersloh: Beckhoff provides funds for a chair for “Electrical
Engineering and Automation”. A further chair for “Engineering Principles and their
Application” is funded by a foundation set up by the Kreissparkasse Wiedenbrück and
the pro Wirtschaft GT GmbH with support from the district and the city of Gütersloh.
Present at the signing of the agreements: (left to right) Sven-Georg Adenauer (chief
administrative officer for Gütersloh district), Albrecht Pförtner (managing director of
pro Wirtschaft GT), Prof. Dr. Beate Rennen-Allhoff (president of Bielefeld University of
Applied Sciences), Maria Unger (mayor of Gütersloh), Hans Beckhoff, Johannes Hüser
(chief executive of Kreissparkasse Wiedenbrück).
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Beckhoff Automation UpDate in Bologna

Stefan Hoppe becomes
President of OPC Europe
On 8 February 2010 the OPC Foundation announced the launch
of its official European subsidiary, OPC Europe. OPC Europe will
initially consist of a core group of member companies including
ascolab, Beckhoff, Matrikon, Siemens and Softing. The group will
be headed by Stefan Hoppe from Beckhoff who will be President.
“Half of the OPC members are based in Europe. I am very pleased
to have been selected to lead such a prestigious group of companies in the marketing effort for OPC UA technology throughout
Europe,” said Stefan Hoppe. “We have already established several subsidiary organizations: in Austria led by Michael Haas of
Certec, in France led by Michel Condemine of 4CE Industry, and
in Poland led by Dr. Marius Postal of CAS.” The OPC initiative
was originally set up with the objective of standardizing the data
exchange between PLC controllers and visualization applications.
The new generation of OPC UA provides a high-performance,
platform-independent communication platform covering small
Embedded controllers, the HMI level and the MES/ERP world.
“OPC-UA was selected as the modeling and transport basis by
other organizations, such as PLCopen,” said Stefan Hoppe. “OPC
Europe now wants to solicit this successful basis more strongly in
branches of industry. I am looking forward to a joint appearance
of PLCopen and OPC Europe at Light+Building.”
www.opcfoundation.org

Beckhoff Italy held a technology conference in Bologna on 5 November 2009 under
the motto “The Future Now” to present pioneering trends in automation technology
and innovative solutions using Beckhoff technology.
Five experts from the Beckhoff headquarters in Verl, Germany, and two members of
staff from Beckhoff Italy spoke about current technical developments and product
innovations in PC-based automation and answered questions from the many participants present. Special interest was shown in the Ethernet-based multi-display link
CP-Link 3 and the latest generation of Industrial PCs with Intel® Atom™ processors.
Great attention was also paid however to the high-density terminals, which house
16 connection points in a “normal”-sized compact bus terminal housing.
The participants, who came from a wide range of industries and who travelled from
all parts of Italy, used the opportunity in Bologna for lively discussions with their
colleagues and the exchange of information with the automation experts. The technology conference was supported by the Italian association of packaging machinery
manufacturers – UCIMA.

www.beckhoff.it

Beckhoff receives Windows Embedded
Partner Excellence Award 2009
Beckhoff, manufacturer of PC-based automation components and systems, received the
Windows Embedded Partner Excellence Award
in the Enterprise Partner category for its innovative and creative application of Windows
Embedded technology. This is the second year
in succession that Beckhoff has received this
award. The Windows Embedded Partner Excellence Awards are given annually and recognize
visionary organizations around the world that
use Windows Embedded technology in innova-

tive and creative ways to drive business results.
“We’re pleased to recognize Beckoff’s expertise and original approach to open automation
systems based on PC Control technology,”
said Manoj Rami, Senior Marketing Manager,
Windows Embedded Business Group, Microsoft Corporation. “We are proud to present
the Windows Embedded Partner Excellence
Awards to Beckhoff and other partners which
are using technology in an innovative and
constructive way, to benefit others.”
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Presentation to the winners of the RWE Future Award, Sebastian Göke and Pascal Dresselhaus for the best diploma theses in this category, (from left to right): Brigitte RackowMönkemeier, Alwin Fittig, Sebastian Göke, Pascal Dresselhaus and Dr. Frank-Detlev Drake.

Pascal Dresselhaus wins RWE Future Award 2009
for young scientists

Sales network in central China expanded

Beckhoff opens new branch
office in Wuhan

As a new element at www.beckhoff.com, application examples offer ideas and
application options for Beckhoff products. The PDF documents explain the function of products based on typical examples and provide basic knowledge on the
technical context. The range of application examples is continuously expanded.

With the ceremonial opening of its new branch office in Wuhan on
8 January 2010, Beckhoff China addresses its rapid business development. Wuhan is Beckhoff’s fifth location in China, in addition to
the head office in Shanghai and branches in Beijing, Guangzhou
and Chengdu. The company intends to use the Wuhan branch to
strengthen its position in the market of central China and enhance
its customer support activities.
Due to its geographic position, Wuhan serves as a link between
east, west, north and south China. With its evolved industrial environment and good transport infrastructure, the city
is of great economic significance for central China.
Wuhan is an important
national industrial location and is investing heavily in setting up a modern
manufacturing industry.
The primary aim is to bring
industrial technology up to
date. For Beckhoff products
and technologies the situation offers virtually unlimited growth
potential. “Based on the performance characteristics of our technology we focus on the expansion of our OEM market in Wuhan,”
said Liqiang Liang, managing director of Beckhoff China, “with
particular emphasis on the automotive industry, ship equipment,
the metal processing industry, laser technology and plastic, packaging and textile machines.”

www.beckhoff.com/applicationexamples

www.beckhoff.cn

Beckhoff employee Pascal Dresselhaus received this year’s RWE Future Award for
his diploma thesis on the development of an IEC 61400-25 compliant library for
communication in wind turbines. The RWE Group awards the prize to graduates
from science and engineering courses for outstanding research on the energy
supply of the future. Alwin Fitting, Member of the Executive Board of RWE AG,
presented the prizes to the young scientists at a formal ceremony in the RWE
pavilion in Essen Philharmonic Hall in Germany on 5 November.
This was the first year the RWE Group from Essen had awarded the Future Award
under the motto “Vorweggehen mit Ideen von Morgen” (RWE: The energy to
lead). The theme of this year’s competition was Technologies for the Energy Supply of the Future. A total of more than 60 candidates submitted their diploma
theses and dissertations on the following topics: climate-friendly electricity generation, innovative network technologies and intelligent energy use.
The prize-winners included Pascal Dresselhaus who won first prize for his diploma
thesis on “Entwicklung einer Bibliothek für die Kommunikation von Windkraftanlagen nach IEC 61400-25” (Development of an IEC 61400-25-compliant library
for communication in wind turbines). The winner commented: “This award
demonstrates that industrial automation from Beckhoff is becoming increasingly
important for power engineering applications. It enables the automation sector to
benefit from the modularity and flexibility of PC-based control systems.”

Informative online media: Application Examples
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New standards for housing finish

Versatile Control Panels
Panel PCs made with
and Pan
stainless steel

With the CP77xx and CP79xx Panel PC and Control Panel series made of high-quality stainless steel, Beckhoff introduces control
and display units that meet the strict hygiene regulations for the food, packaging and medical industries as well as for cleanrooms.
The stainless steel Panel PCs and Control Panels with IP 65 protection feature virtually gapless housing design with flush-mounted
touch panels. The integrated Intel® Atom™ technology provides users with a high-performance Panel PC in an attractive stainless
steel design.

For Beckhoff as a supplier of complete control solutions, the development of Panel
PCs and Control Panels with stainless steel housings that meet the high hygiene
requirements for the packaging, food and medical industry was a consistent step.
Small gap dimensions and consistently flush design
“With the development of a housing with minimum gap dimensions at the front
and rear and consistently flush design, Beckhoff sets new standards as regards
compliance with hygiene and cleanroom regulations,” said Roland van Mark,
Beckhoff’s Industrial PC product and marketing management. A housing design
without edges or crevices is very important in these sectors, in order to avoid
moisture deposits and associated contamination. “We achieved this with our
housing design,” said Klaus Niewöhner, Beckhoff’s Industrial PC product management. “The housing geometry and an optimized frame profile provide for the
self-drainage of liquids. Food-safe sealing materials and a display splinter guard
ensure the avoidance of food contamination. In addition to optimum functionality, the units offer a modern, classy design at a competitive price.”

Intel® Atom™-based Panel PC offers high performance
in a compact format
Thanks to the integrated Intel® Atom™ technology, the CP77xx device series
represents a powerful Panel PC that integrates operating and control functions
in a compact design. The control centerpiece of the device is a Beckhoff CB5053
motherboard with integrated 1-second UPS. It enables users to use their displays

PC Control 01 | 2010
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Stainless steel CP77xx Panel PC series
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
as fully-fledged control units without the need for a separate PC. The two onboard Ethernet ports make automation via EtherCAT straightforward. The Intel®
Atom™ processor also provides an important technical basis for the PC in stainless steel housing: it not only enables high performance in a compact design, due
to its low heat dissipation it is also ideal for application in stainless steel housings.
DVI/USB Extended offers enhanced flexibility for the user
The stainless steel Control Panels and Panel PCs are highly functional units with
12” or 15” touch panels. Additional display sizes are available on a customerspecific basis.
If the operating units are to be located away from the PC, the CP79xx stainless
steel panels are available with DVI/USB Extended, enabling the panel to be
operated up to 50 meters away from the PC. Operator comfort can be further
enhanced by the optional stainless steel mounting arm adapters from Beckhoff,
which enable the customer to integrate the panel directly onto the machine
without having to construct their own mounting arm adapter.
Optimized operator comfort through customer-specific
device design
“Customer-specific modifications such as integration of emergency off and electromechanical control buttons, short-stroke keys and RFID readers under the front
laminate and USB ports are optionally available, as usual,” said Klaus Niewöhner,
commenting on the high degree of flexibility of an application-related device
design. The design of the front laminate can also be customized. The result is a
multi-functional operating unit that integrates seamlessly with machine designs.
Push-buttons with protective caps can be implemented as control interfaces for
machinery used in the food industry.
“As a first step, two basic units will be available for 12- and 15-inch displays,”
said Roland van Mark: “A pure display device with touch screen and optimized
housing and a device for integration of up to two key banks cover a wide range
of applications.”
www.beckhoff.com/stainless-steel-panel

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

12-inch display, resolution 800 x 600
15-inch display, resolution 1024 x 768
flush touch screen, 5-wire, ELO Touch
stainless steel housing 1.4301, brushed finish, grain size 240, splash-proof IP 65
fanless
front laminate with slide-in logo
flush integrated stainless steel 1.4301 rear panel
minimum gap dimensions at the front and rear
front laminate available in two variants
– display only
– integration of up to 2 key banks
special keys identified by slide-in labels
integrated PC, Intel® Atom™ 1.1 GHz processor, 1 GB DDR2RAM
64 MB Compact Flash card (expandable up to 16 GB), type I,
extended temperature range
operating temperature range 0 ... 45 °C
Microsoft Windows CE operating system, English; optionally available:
Windows Embedded Standard, XP Professional or Windows 7
dimensions (W x H x D) 380 x 350 x 50 mm
connections near the mounting arm adapter:
2 RJ-45 Ethernet connections, 10/100/1000 Mbit, IP 65
2-port USB interface, DIN 8-pin with screw cap, IP 65, with adapter for USB-A
round connector, 19-pin, designed for 24 V power supply and electromechanical control buttons, IP 65
Stainless steel Control Panel CP79xx

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|

|
|

12-inch display, resolution 800 x 600
15-inch display, resolution 1024 x 768
flush touch screen, 5-wire, ELO Touch
stainless steel housing 1.4301, brushed finish, grain size 240, splash-proof IP 65
flush integrated stainless steel 1.4301 rear panel
minimum gap dimensions at the front and rear
front laminate available in two variants
– display only
– integration of up to 2 key banks
special keys identified by slide-in labels
integrated DVI/USB extension technology:
– DVI-E and USB-E enable remote panel operation at a distance
of up to 50 m from the PC.
– DVI-E input is compatible with standard DVI output of a PC.
connection via 3 IP 65 round connectors for DVI, USB-E and
24 V power supply in the rear panel
operating temperature range 0 ... 55 °C
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Compact PC cards with industrial form factor add
more useful interfaces for Beckhoff Industrial PCs

Beckhoff PCIe modules –
extremely flexible
PCI Express plug-in cards
Beckhoff follows the trend towards smaller, more compact Industrial PCs by implementing the latest technologies in various
control cabinet and Panel PCs. In order to extend these PC series with additional useful interfaces without impacting the design, Beckhoff has developed exceptionally compact PCIe modules based on the PCI Express standard. These modules enable the
Beckhoff C6515, C6525 and C6930 control cabinet PCs and the CP62xx Panel PC series to be extended with additional interfaces
such as Ethernet ports.

PC Control 01 | 2010
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CU8890 WLAN controller enables wireless integration
of Industrial PCs

WLAN solution for industrial use
With the CU8890, Beckhoff is expanding its range of Industrial PC accessories via a WLAN module that is ideal for industrial use. The USBto-WLAN adapter enables wireless integration of Industrial PCs into
the Ethernet network. With regard to its electromagnetic compatibility, the DIN rail mounted WLAN box complies with rigorous industrial
standards making it suitable for use in harsh machine environments.

The PCIe modules from Beckhoff are based on
the PCI Express standard and extend the different
Beckhoff Industrial PC series with additional useful
interfaces such as Ethernet ports.

With the CU8890, Beckhoff is expanding its range of Industrial PC

Beckhoff PCIe modules are based on a new definition of
highly integrated PCI Express plug-in cards and follow the
trend towards ever smaller PCs. The functions of previous PC
plug-in cards will be placed by devices with a more compact
format. Compared with PCI or PCIe plug-in cards the Beckhoff
PCIe module is an industrialized solution that is optimized for
industrial applications and is firmly attached to the inside of
the PC via a plug connector bracket.
The 3½-inch CB3052 motherboard from Beckhoff reads up
to four PCI Express channels and distributes the signals to
the PCIe module slots or standard plug-in card slots. This
results in PCs that can be designed with module slots and/
or slots for plug-in cards. A PCIe module is connected to the
motherboard via a PCI Express channel with a data transfer
rate of 2 gigabit.
The first PCIe module presented by Beckhoff is the FC9062
module with two gigabit Ethernet ports. The module complements the Beckhoff CP62xx Panel PC series as well as the
C6515, C6525 and C6930 control cabinet PCs with two
Ethernet ports. These PCs can then have up to seven Ethernet
interfaces. Areas of application include automation solutions
with EtherCAT or CP-Link 3, which facilitates Ethernet-based
desktop transfer to different Panel PCs.
www.beckhoff.com/FC9062

accessories via a WLAN module
that is ideal for industrial use.

The Beckhoff CU8890 supports the WLAN standard IEEE 802.11 b/g. An integrated DIN
rail adapter allows convenient installation in control cabinets. When connected to an
Industrial PC with USB port, the controller facilitates the fieldbus-neutral exchange of all
UDP/TCP-based data and can be used both as an access point and as a client. Client drivers are available for Windows XP, Embedded Standard and Windows CE and, therefore,
for all Beckhoff Industrial PC and Embedded PC series. Software drivers for Windows
XP and Embedded Standard make it possible for the CU8890 to also be operated as an
access point.
The CU8890 features a reverse SMA plug, to which various radio antennas to suit the
respective environment can be attached. Beckhoff offers a complete range of antennas
and cables for the most diverse applications and conditions. Depending on ambient
conditions, the free-field distance between two CU8890 modules may be up to 300 m.
The user can choose between 11 channels in the 2.4 GHz band, whereby country-specific
regulations must be adhered to.
The CU8890 WLAN controller is available in the EU market; the necessary approvals are
currently being sought to market the device in additional countries.
www.beckhoff.com/CU8890
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TwinCAT 3 is the new software generation for PC-based control technology from Beckhoff. It extends the familiar world of automation with numerous new options and functions. The generic term for this new technology is:
eXtended Automation (XA). This includes the XA Architecture, which consists of an engineering environment (XAE)
and a runtime environment (XAR).

TwinCAT 3 – eXtended Automation (XA)
TwinCAT 3 is the result of the continuous development of the familiar
TwinCAT 2 software, which has been tried and tested in the field over
many years and in a great range of applications. In addition to the
object-oriented IEC 61131-3 extensions, the languages of the IT world,
C and C++ are now available. The integration of Matlab®/Simulink®
opens the way for new scientific applications. And all of this is available
in a single engineering environment based on Microsoft Visual Studio®.
The modules – written in different languages – run in a common runtime.
The advantage of this modularity is the improved reuse of modules once
they have been written and tested. The runtime runs perfectly under demanding real-time conditions with the use of multi-core technology and
the support of 64-bit operating systems.
estimated market release 4th quarter 2010

eXtended Automation Architecture
The features integrated in TwinCAT 2 are extended with the eXtended
Automation Architecture (XAA). TwinCAT 2 has always been based on
a modular software structure and this is retained and extended in the
future generation of TwinCAT. On the engineering side, the modular
software structure simply integrates into Visual Studio®. In addition
to the languages familiar from Visual Studio® such as C/C++ and the
.Net languages, the System Manager from TwinCAT 2 as well as the
IEC 61131-3 editors and the IEC 61131-3 compiler have been included.
Additional engineering modules and TwinCAT Supplements can be integrated simply in the Visual Studio® framework.
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Naturally, the modularity also becomes apparent at runtime. Different
modules written in different programming languages interact together
with Motion Control and safety controllers in a real-time environment. At runtime the modules can be called directly from the familiar
TwinCAT real-time kernel or they can call each other. Obviously, this
requires standardized interfaces, although existing modules can simply
be reused.
The modularity even reaches down to the level of the fieldbus card drivers. Here too, standardized interfaces are available. Under TwinCAT 3 they
facilitate development of custom drivers for new fieldbuses, for example.
These drivers are referred to as Automation Device Drivers (ADD).
The new system continues to support the whole range of Motion Control
functions including point-to-point movements and CNC. TwinCAT 3 offers
enhanced modularization, so that individual Motion Control components
can be combined as required. Users will be able to overwrite certain
components, such as set value generators and controllers, with their own
components.
New Scientific Automation functions for areas such as robotics, measurement technology and Condition Monitoring extend the conventional
automation technology. A groundbreaking development is the possibility
to use additional programming languages, such as C/C++ and Matlab®/
Simulink®, also in Scientific Automation.

eXtended Automation Engineering
The eXtended Automation Engineering environment (XAE) is the widely
used Microsoft Visual Studio®. Alongside the already existing C/C++
languages, Beckhoff has also integrated the IEC 61131-3 programming
option in this globally recognized development environment. It goes
without saying that other programming languages such as the .Net

TwinCAT Standard

TwinCAT 3 – development environment architecture

TwinCAT 3 highlights
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

only one software for programming and configuration
Visual Studio® integration
more freedom in selecting programming languages
support for the object-oriented extension of IEC 61131-3
use of C/C++ as the programming language
link to Matlab®/Simulink®
open interfaces for expandability and adaptation to the
tools landscape
faster and more flexible runtime environment
active support of multi-core and 64-bit systems
migration of TwinCAT 2 projects

TwinCAT Integrated

Visual Studio® integration can be accomplished in two different ways. TwinCAT Standard only uses the basic framework of Visual Studio® with all its benefits
in terms of handling, connection to source code control software etc., while TwinCAT Integrated, as the name implies, integrates itself into Visual Studio®.
In this version, the C/C++ programming languages and link to Matlab®/Simulink® are available. The .Net languages, such as C#, can be used for non-real-time
programming.
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System
Manager

LD editor

FBD editor

SFC editor

IL editor

Parallel use of the C++ and FUP (FBD) programming languages
ST editor

CFC editor

Visual C/C++
editor

TwinCAT System Manager integrated into Microsoft Visual Studio®

language C# can be used in the same development environment for
programming visualization applications. Users can take advantage of the
Visual Studio® IT framework in automation applications. One of the key
benefits of Visual Studio® is the option to integrate different tools in one
framework. All tools have the same look and feel and can utilize existing
resources. Many programmers are already familiar with Visual Studio®, so
that familiarization with TwinCAT 3 is straightforward. Users have access
to the proven help system and a wide range of source control tools that
can be linked with Visual Studio®.

TwinCAT 3 – Convergence of technologies

TwinCAT System Manager – the configuration tool for the whole system,
modules, I/O and Motion – is fully integrated into Visual Studio®. This
means that in the future there will no longer be two tools for configuration, diagnostics and programming, but a single unified tool, resulting in
further simplification for working with TwinCAT.
In addition to C and C++, the IEC 61131 languages are available for
programming. The IEC 61131 editors offer numerous new features. The
operator interface and the debugging tools were revised and extended.
In addition, the features of the new IEC 61131-3 3rd Edition have already

TwinCAT 3 extends the standard world
of automation
Beckhoff started using ‘ordinary’ PCs for control tasks as early as 1986,
making the familiar PC world available in automation applications.
With the introduction of EtherCAT, another standard IT technology,
i.e. Ethernet, with all its benefits such as cost-effective equipment and
simple tools, was adapted and made available for automation. With
TwinCAT 3, Beckhoff has once again transferred familiar IT technologies
into the world of automation. All main programming languages of the
automation and IT world such as C/C++ and Matlab®/Simulink® are integrated through the familiar tool of the IT world, Microsoft Visual Studio®.
Beckhoff has once again remained true to its philosophy: the most useful
and widely used features from the IT world continue to be adapted for
automation applications.
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been implemented. This extension and modernization of the standard,
which has not yet been finalized, will introduce object-orientation and
other options. All familiar object-oriented options can now also be used in
all IEC 61131 languages. These options include single inheritance, which
is initiated with the keyword EXTENDS, and the application of interfaces,
methods and attributes. Interfaces (virtual classes) can be implemented
with the keyword IMPLEMENTS.
Matlab®/Simulink® is integrated via the MathWorks Real-Time Workshop.
C-code is generated taking into account TwinCAT boundary conditions.
The code is then compiled by the Microsoft Visual Studio® C compiler,
loaded and executed in the real-time environment via the TwinCAT 3
interface implementation. A special debugger is available for Simulink®.
It can be used to visualize data in Simulink® directly from TwinCAT realtime. The modules generated with Matlab®/Simulink® can be configured
directly in the System Manager. The modules can therefore be distributed
and parameterized without Matlab®/Simulink®.
Beckhoff will offer TwinCAT 3 in two different versions. In the TwinCAT
Standard version, only the framework of Visual Studio® is used with
all of its advantages regarding handling, linking to source control software, help functions etc. This version is designed for all users who only
want to use the configuration function and the IEC 61131 language
resources.
In the second version, the TwinCAT 3 components integrate themselves
directly into Visual Studio® 2010, if it is present. If it is not present, Visual
Studio® is installed with the TwinCAT 3 components. In this version, the
programming languages C/C++ and connection to the Matlab®/Simulink® world via the Matlab®/Simulink® Real-Time Workshop are available
to the user. For the programming languages C/C++, a debugger with
online monitoring function has been developed that extends beyond
the normal debugging functions of C/C++. In addition, the .Net-based
languages, such as C#, can be used for programming non-real-time parts
for the application (e.g. HMI) and managed in the same project.

eXtended Automation Runtime
In the eXtended Automation Runtime (XAR), all modules written in
IEC 61131, C/C++ or Matlab®/Simulink® are processed in real-time. The
proven TwinCAT real-time extension for Microsoft operating systems is
used here. The tasks can be processed with a minimum cycle time of 50 μs
and very low jitter. TwinCAT real-time was extended with additional features. The number of potentially available tasks was increased to 65,000.
Using the round-robin technique, several tasks with the same priority and
cycle time can share a time slice.
Over the coming years, the number of multi-core CPUs will increase
significantly. In response to this development, the TwinCAT real-time was
extended with an option to distribute certain tasks to different cores of a
multi-core CPU. Since the load can be apportioned linearly to the cores, a
significant performance increase is to be expected (for optimum utilization of multi-core technology under TwinCAT 3 see page 18).
TwinCAT 3 also supports the increasingly common 64-bit operating
systems, which offer another significant increase in the available
memory. Naturally, this additional memory capacity can also be used for
TwinCAT 3.
Only the modular software architecture with clear interfaces enables
the processing of runtime objects written in different programming languages. The TcCOM interfaces introduced by Beckhoff are based on the
familiar Component Object Model and have been adapted for automation technology. Modules are called by tasks via these interfaces and can
also call each other, independent of the programming language. At the
lowest level, Automation Device Drivers (ADD) can also be implemented
with this module definition. These could be, for example, drivers for new
fieldbuses.

www.beckhoff.com/TwinCAT3

Migration from TwinCAT 2 to
TwinCAT 3
TwinCAT 2 has been available for many years and is
used in more than 100,000 applications. In order to
use existing projects under TwinCAT 3, the new version
offers an option for using the engineering tools of the
TwinCAT 2 family. The PLC programming environment
of version 2 will continue to be available in TwinCAT.
TwinCAT 2 projects can be conveniently converted to
TwinCAT 3. Users can therefore choose to continue
using existing projects under TwinCAT 3 in TwinCAT 2
PLC Control mode for the time being and transfer the
projects into the new TwinCAT 3 world at a later date
without disadvantages.
Modular TwinCAT 3 runtime environment
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eXtended Automation Technology offers higher
performance and exciting new features

TwinCAT 3 offers crucial new features relating to the software’s engineering environment. The runtime environment was
also modernized in order to facilitate optimum utilization of the latest CPU generations. This article describes the key characteristics of TwinCAT 3 XAR (eXtended Automation Runtime).

TwinCAT 3: Optimum
utilization of multi-core
technology
Optimum multi-core support
In addition to well-known dual core CPUs, quad- and octo-core units
are now also available at a reasonable cost. This development benefits
software-based automation solutions by permitting the distribution of
tasks depending on the number of available CPU cores. In other words,
functional units such as HMI, PLC control, PLC runtime or NC can be
distributed to dedicated cores with little effort. Beckhoff facilitates the
utilization of multi-core systems through corresponding configuration
and diagnostics tools. For example, the TwinCAT System Manager enables

monitoring of real-time task runtimes and manual configuration of priorities or task sequences. Tasks can be allocated statically to a particular
core via configurable core affinities. Ready-made profiles can be used to
mimic conventional classification into PLC and NC runtime systems. As
the TwinCAT user today already thinks in terms of PLC tasks and runtime
systems, the transition from single- or dual-core systems to multi-core
systems will also take place smoothly. Developers of real-time or PLC applications using the TwinCAT system environment can seamlessly switch
from single-core to dual-core systems. The real-time runtime environment
continues to use only one CPU, so that existing PLC projects can be used
directly without losing any of their benefits. A special feature of TwinCAT
XAR is that each core used by TwinCAT sets an optimum system clock
depending on the cycle time of its tasks. This saves computing power and
reduces the energy demand.
As TwinCAT makes unused CPU time available for Windows applications, the Windows operating system “sees” two CPUs, of which one
is running at partial capacity. Windows applications built from several
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Distribution of functional units to different computer cores

Dialog for the distribution of tasks to computer cores

program threads can benefit from this. The Windows operating system
distributes the application threads to the available CPUs. These threads
run physically in parallel and the CPU hardware is used optimally. However, synchronization gaps present in the application occur more readily
in physical parallel processing than in the quasi-parallel execution of
threads. In order to use multi-core systems optimally in the future, all applications need to be divided in a modular way, into threads or tasks, as
far as possible. Windows and TwinCAT can thus distribute the processing
of program components optimally to the available CPU cores. Monolithic
programs will still continue to work, but they will only be able to use the
existing computing capacity to an ever-decreasing degree.
Active support of 64-bit operating systems
In view of falling costs for dynamic RAM and increasing memory requirements of resource-hungry applications such as HD video processing, new
PCs are increasingly offered with RAM capacity beyond 4 GB. Since this

is the theoretical limit of the address space for a 32-bit CPU (in reality approx. 3.5 GB is actually available), advanced PCs are increasingly
based on 64-bit operating systems. 64-bit Windows utilizes a mode of
modern x86 CPUs that enables 32-bit applications to be used unmodified
and in parallel with 64-bit applications. Therefore, this operating mode
developed by AMD enables a smooth transition from 32-bit to 64-bit
environments. AMD refers to this processor mode as 64-bit long mode,
while Intel® CPUs offer the feature as IA-32e mode. Both technologies are
compatible and offer the 32-bit compatibility mode and the 64-bit mode
as sub-modes. In reference to the “x86 history” of the respective processors, Microsoft refers to this mode as x64 in current development tools.
Due to the processor features described above, the 64-bit version of
Windows can run 32-bit and 64-bit applications, although 32-bit applications are affected by a slight speed penalty since all accesses to
the 64-bit operating system have to be converted from 32-bit to 64-bit.
Like the operating system, device drivers that run in kernel mode have

Test hardware
|
|
|

Intel processor core i7 950, 3.07 GHz
4 physical cores
Nvidia 9800 graphics adapter

|
|
|

Test software
4 PLC runtime systems
one runtime system per CPU core
All runtime systems carry out the same
benchmark test at the same time.

|
|

®

Result
TwinCAT multi-core support enables performance increases
in line with the number of CPU cores.
In other words, PC Control technology will benefit directly
from future CPU developments.

bool
byte
word
dword
sint
int
dint
real
Ireal

Core 0
0.887
0.672
0.613
0.575
3.463
3.473
3.487
1.813
4.761

Core 1
0.894
0.682
0.614
0.583
3.472
3.484
3.497
1.822
4.769

Core 2
0.898
0.681
0.626
0.583
3.473
3.482
3.491
1.818
4.770

Core 3
0.895
0.688
0.617
0.583
3.474
3.482
3.496
1.820
4.769

TwinCAT multi-core benchmark test: execution time for 1000 PLC
commands (μs).
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TwinCAT 3: multi-core and
multi-threading support

|

|
|
|
|

Support of multi-core systems
Distribution of applications to cores
(e.g.: PLC, NC, Motion Control and HMI
run on different cores)
scalable CPU usage for each core
Support of multitasking
preemptive multitasking
parallel processing of tasks
Support of 64-bit operating systems
usage of more resources (memory)
TwinCAT 3 was presented to the professional audience for the first time at
SPS/IPC/DRIVES in Nuremberg, Germany, in November 2009.

to be compiled and signed for x64. Signing is intended to enable unique
determination of the origin of a device driver, thereby preventing harmful
code from being loaded into the address space of the operating system.
Programs compiled for x64 operate in a 64-bit address space and have
access to eight additional 64-bit wide general purpose registers. The registers that are familiar from x86 are also 64 bits wide. Segment registers
are no longer required or have no purpose with the exception of the GS
register for the addressing of operating system structures. In 64-bit mode
the features described above result in advantages or disadvantages for
the performance of the overall system, depending on the application.
On the one hand, more memory and more registers are available; on
the other hand, the compiled code is significantly larger, requiring more
memory and cache. A general performance gain can only be achieved if
all features are used consistently or if an application actually requires a
larger address space.
For automation applications the address space of a 32-bit system is sufficient in most cases, although the extended address space naturally offers
greater scope for applications such as Condition Monitoring or digital
image analysis, which the PC can handle in parallel with existing tasks.
Beckhoff refers to these technologies as Scientific Automation.
The TwinCAT 3 release will be available as in 32-bit and 64-bit versions
in order to enable optimum utilization of the potential of current and
future processors.
Optimum utilization of modern processor architectures
In addition to continuously increasing computing power, compatibility
between CPU generations is a key feature of the x86 architecture. X86
processors of the latest generation are still able to execute programs that
were compiled for the Intel® 8086 CPU dating back to 1978. For compatibility reasons many 32-bit applications still only use the instruction set
and the features of an 80486 CPU. While even these programs benefit
from increased speed with each new processor generation, the capacity

of new processor architectures is utilized to a lesser and lesser extent.
An additional complication is that current processors emulate certain
compatibility functions with the aid of micro code, which may even result
in slight performance losses.
In these situations hyperthreading may offer a solution. It offers improved
resource utilization through parallelization, provided the respective software supports it. However, in the mid-term, optimum utilization of the
available computing power can only be achieved with new instruction
sets. TwinCAT XAR was fundamentally revised with this in mind and can
optionally be optimized for current CPU types. Among other things, this
applies to floating point calculations and utilization of the CPU cache.
C/C++ as a programming language in automation technology
While IEC 61131 with its five programming languages has become established as the global standard for PLC controllers including PC-based software PLC, C and C++, certain programs are used in certain automation
technology fields. In the market of embedded devices with applicationspecific hardware and software, applications programmed in C/C++ are
even in the majority. In many cases, the choice of programming language
is a question of philosophy. Technologically, C/C++ is superior to the
IEC 61131 languages. Because it is widely used, a wide range of compilers
are available which in turn tend to generate more efficient object code
than the IEC 61131 counterpart. For example, Intel offers an optimizing
C/C++ compiler that is able to make optimum use of each current processor generation. Beyond the x86/x64 platform, there are C compilers for all
conceivable CPUs and microcontrollers. The advanced language resources
of C++ offer the software developer better support for the development
of object-oriented applications.
TwinCAT version 3 opens up this area of automation technology.
TwinCAT 3 combines the benefits of a PLC (online change, monitoring,
etc.) with the flexibility and wide availability of C/C++. The key component is the TwinCAT runtime system with integrated real-time debugger.
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Four questions for Ramon Barth
Manager Software Development System, HMI and Real-Time
at Beckhoff Automation

What is the significance of the eXtended Automation
Architecture (XAA)?
Ramon Barth: The aim during the development of TwinCAT 3 was to
extend and improve the system that was first introduced in 1996.
Our software is now consistently subdivided into modules. For communication purposes we developed TcCom, an interface conversation
application based on Microsoft technology. The TwinCAT Automation
Device Driver enables customers to contribute their own modules
on an equal basis, for example for drives or fieldbuses. We also integrated our safety solution as a module in TwinCAT 3.
How did this affect the runtime version of TwinCAT 3?
Ramon Barth: The development aims for the new runtime solution
of TwinCAT 3 (XAR) included enhanced modularity and computing
power. A key feature of XAR is multi-core support. The 1996 incarnation of TwinCAT was designed for single-core processors. To this end,
we had to adapt the software design. TwinCAT 3 permits tasks to be
allocated to cores or vice versa. The advantage is that the computing
time requirement for the individual components can be decoupled.
For example, one core can deal with PLC tasks, while another one
deals with Motion Control. Hyperthreading can turn four actual cores
into eight virtual ones.
What benefits does the integration of the XAE development environment in Microsoft Visual Studio® offer?
Ramon Barth: Our development environment is scalable from a simple
Visual Studio® framework to a complete IT world. Accordingly, our
customers can use TwinCAT Standard comprising the IEC 61131-3
development environment, our System Manager and the Visual®

A framework library supports the integration of the C/C++ code created
by the user into the TwinCAT system. The compiler included in Microsoft
Visual 2010 is used for code generation. After the compilation, the object
code is loaded into the real-time runtime system in the form of dynamically loadable libraries (DLL). The user is thus able to expand the TwinCAT
system with program modules with equal rights and to monitor and
debug the real-time application locally or via remote access.

Studio framework or TwinCAT Integrated comprising the complete
Visual Studio® software for ‘marrying’ the IT world with our automation software. TwinCAT then becomes one of the components of
Visual Studio®. In this case, users write a PLC program based on the
IEC 61131-3 standard using Visual Studio® and the online features of
the debugger. Visual Studio® offers the corresponding infrastructure
for data exchange. The key benefit is the synergy with the other
Microsoft tools. For example, this manifests itself in the fact that in
many applications we can recommend using standard IT tools for the
visualization. New editors and designers integrated in Visual Studio®
will also support Silverlight technology, which is used for web-based
programming.
Which programming languages do you support?
Ramon Barth: For our modularly expandable development environment we now use object-oriented features. In addition to the five
IEC 61131-3 programming languages, we offer C/C++ as a sixth
language. In this case we use the standard compiler from Microsoft in
order to offer solutions for automation tasks with real-time requirements in C++. This C/C++ compiler has already been tried and tested
in millions of IT applications. We use it to expand the existing C/
C++ environment with automation ‘subtleties’ such as the real-time
library. As a third option, our customers can create a program with
Matlab®/Simulink®. The code is converted to a TwinCAT module with
the aid of a framework library. In this way, a module can be created
without having to do any programming.

Publication from ETZ 02/2010, VDE-Verlag, www.etz.de
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Beckhoff EtherCAT Box system: EP7041 motion box for
the control of stepper motors

Stepper motor and
incremental
interremental encoder inter
face
e in one IP 67 box

The EP7041-0002 EtherCAT Box is
intended for the direct connection
of stepper motors with incremental encoder up to 5 A.

Using the EP7041 stepper motor module, EtherCAT motion applications
can now also be realized directly in the field without an additional
control cabinet. Ideal for harsh environments, the compact EtherCAT
module in protection class IP 67 allows the connection of stepper motors up to 50 V DC and 5 A. An integrated incremental encoder connection permits the implementation of a single servo axis with a compact
IP 67 module.
The EP7041 EtherCAT Box is intended for the direct connection of stepper
motors up to 50 V DC and 5 A. In its compact housing, which measures
126 x 30 x 26.5 mm (H x W x D), the EP7041 contains an encoder connection, two digital inputs for limit switches and a digital output for a
brake. This way, all signals from a motor are combined in one box. In

addition to the modules designed for 5 A, there is also a 1.5 A version
(EP7041-1002) for the control of lower power stepper motors. With just a
few parameters, the EP7041 EtherCAT Box can be adapted to the motor
and the application. The particular highlight of the stepper motor module
is the 64-fold micro stepping, which ensures a very smooth and precise
motor rotation. The stepper motor modules are thus particularly wellsuited for use in the feed axes of handling and processing machines and
in assembly technology.
Beckhoff offers a corresponding range of stepper motors with standstill
torques ranging from 0.38 to 5 Nm.

Stepper motor box www.beckhoff.com/EP7041
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Motion Control in a miniaturized format: 12 mm wide, buffEP1122 junction box offers free choice of
topology and Hot Connect directly in the field

Junction Box

ered standard output stages for highly dynamic applications

High power capacitors in compact
I/O terminals buffer energy peaks

With the EP1122 junction box, the flexible topology
options of EtherCAT in the construction of star
topologies and the Hot Connect function are now
also available directly in the field – without a control cabinet.

The new EP1122 EtherCAT Box now allows
EtherCAT’s flexible topology options to be
used in IP 67.

The 2-port EtherCAT junction makes it possible
to construct arbitrary EtherCAT topologies. For
example, the use of several EP1122 units permits the implementation of a modular EtherCAT
star topology. Individual devices or even complete EtherCAT strands can be connected to the
junction ports at distances of up to 100 m. The
EtherCAT junctions are connected via shielded
M8 screw connectors. Using TwinCAT and other
suitable EtherCAT masters, the junction box
also supports the Hot Connect function, i.e. the
coupling and uncoupling of EtherCAT strands
during operation. This makes the EP1122 ideally
suited for the construction of packaging or conveying systems as well as all modular machines.

Junction Box www.beckhoff.com/EP1122

The EL9570 and KL9570 buffer capacitor terminals are intended for use with the output
stages of stepper motors and DC motors. With a capacitance of 500 microfarads (μF)
they stabilize the voltage supply, feed energy back and offer overvoltage protection of
highly dynamic drives. The buffer capacitor terminals supplement the multi-functional I/O
systems for Beckhoff Bus Terminals and EtherCAT Terminals.
The I/O system from Beckhoff also encompasses Motion Control in an ultra-compact
format: the EtherCAT- or Bus Terminal-based stepper motor and DC motor output stages
permit the control of motors from the PLC and can drive stepper motors up to 5 A and
DC motors up to 3.5 A. In highly dynamic applications, negative acceleration causes the
feedback of energy, which can lead to voltage peaks at the power supply. The KL9570
and EL9570 buffer capacitor terminals can absorb this energy due to their 500 μF capacitors, which are particularly resistant to ripple current. If the fed-back energy exceeds
the capacity of the capacitors, an external ballast resistor prevents overvoltage. The low
internal resistance and the high pulse current capability of up to 10 A enables excellent
buffering parallel to the power supply. The EL9570 and KL9570 terminals detail the
extensive range of output stages for stepper motor drives (KL2531/41 and EL7041) and
DC motor drives (KL2532/52 and EL7342) and enable the output stages in Bus Terminal
format, which are only 12 mm or 24 mm wide, to also be used for applications with
intensive start/stop movements.
KL9570 (EL9570) in combination with:
KL2351 (EL7031) | Stepper motor terminal, 24 V DC, 1.5 A
KL2541 (EL7041) | Stepper motor terminal, 50 V DC, 5 A, with incremental encoder
KL2532 (EL7332) | 2-channel DC motor output stage, 24 V DC, 1 A
KL2552 (EL7342) | 2-channel DC motor output stage, 50 V DC, 5 A
Buffer capacitor terminal in Bus Terminal format
www.beckhoff.com/KL9570
Buffer capacitor terminal in EtherCAT Terminal format www.beckhoff.com/EL9570
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TwinCAT PLC library for high-precision positioning tasks

XFC for Motion Control
XFC technology (eXtreme Fast Control) from Beckhoff offers an extremely fast, high-precision control and regulation architecture
for world class machine builders. Through short I/O response times, XFC enables increased machine and system throughput since
signal delay times are significantly reduced. As a new development, XFC has been extended for motion applications with a new
software library for TwinCAT automation software. The XFC library facilitates the high-precision detection of axis positions and
the output of digital signals for the exact position in connection with Beckhoff EtherCAT I/O Terminals.

The PLC library “TwinCAT PLC Motion
Control XFC” contains function blocks
for the high precision acquisition and
switching of digital signals related to
axis positions. Thus, XFC (eXtreme Fast
Control) can also optimize the area of
Motion Control.

With the function blocks in the TwinCAT PLC Motion Control XFC library,
the time stamps of EtherCAT Terminals can be acquired with high precision
and converted into the corresponding axis positions. The EL1252 digital
input terminal records fast binary control signals with a resolution of
1 nanosecond (ns). This technology permits signals to be traced exactly
over time and synchronized with EtherCAT distributed clocks across the
system. This allows, for example, the storage of the current position
(latches) at arbitrary places in the EtherCAT system. An appropriate touch
probe block according to the PLCopen standard is available in the library.
Up to now, high precision latching has only been possible directly on the
drive, often with only very few inputs. This can now take place locally at
any point using the XFC library and the appropriate time stamp-based
EtherCAT Terminals. This saves wiring and makes virtually any number of
latch inputs possible.

On the other hand, it is very simple to convert axis positions into highly
precise times. This allows high precision cam controllers to be realized.
The time stamp-based digital outputs of the EL2252 or EL2262 EtherCAT
Terminals can similarly be arranged at any point in the EtherCAT fieldbus
system. A TwinCAT PLC function block according to the PLCopen standard
is similarly available for cam controllers.
The prerequisite for the maximum attainable accuracy is the automatic
dead time compensation of axes, which is available for EtherCAT and
SERCOS drives from TwinCAT 2.11 onward. An exact correlation between
time and position can only be achieved with dead time compensation.

TwinCAT PLC Motion Control XFC www.beckhoff.com/TwinCAT-PLC-MC-XFC
XFC
www.beckhoff.com/XFC
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Windows 7 in
automation

Microsoft has already sold more than 60 million Windows 7 licenses – most of them in consumer PCs. Unlike with
Windows Vista, the industry will go along with the operating system changeover. Associated tests are already in full
swing both at providers and at machine and system manufacturers. Stefan Kuppinger from the editorial office of
Computer&Automation interviewed Stefan Hoppe, TwinCAT Product Manager and Beckhoff Windows expert.

Stefan Hoppe, TwinCAT Product Manager,
Connectivity & Embedded Systems at

How strong is the demand for Windows 7
from your customers?
In view of the fact that there was hardly any demand
for Windows Vista, existing PC-based control systems
tend to be based on Windows XP, Windows Embedded
Standard or Windows CE. The high degree of acceptance
of Windows 7 in the consumer sector leads to significant
demand for Windows 7 in our Industrial PC solutions.
In cases where a new control generation is planned for this
year, machine manufacturers specifically ask for Windows 7
as operating system platform.

Which Windows 7 features are particularly
popular in customer projects/enquiries?
The choice of Windows 7 is not only based on individual
new functions such as multi-touch, improved security,
64-bit support, plug&play for drivers or Silverlight. Customers want a modern operating system that can handle their
existing software while at the same time offering scope
for new technologies. New installation mechanisms in the
Windows 7 Embedded version, e.g. for language packs or
drivers, are exciting, as they offer machine manufacturers
considerably more flexibility.

What percentage of your systems do you
currently supply with Windows 7?
Beckhoff customers expect that we offer new Microsoft
operating systems and technologies with our Industrial
PCs at an early stage. We have therefore been offering
Windows 7 officially for all our control systems from
1 February 2010. The corresponding Embedded version,
Windows Embedded Standard 7, will be officially released
by Microsoft at the end of June. Beckhoff will be able to pass
this on to customers very quickly. Our TwinCAT automation
software runs without problems on Windows 7 systems.

How important is multi-touch operation?
Multi-touch technology enables totally new solutions.
For example, it enables visualization companies to simply
zoom into system sections. The recent operating concepts
from the mobile phone sector will increasingly find their
way into the world of automation. Beckhoff has already
integrated certain multi-touch functions, others will follow
during 2010.

Beckhoff

Stefan Kuppinger, Computer&Automation
editorial office, Weka Fachmedien

Source: Computer&Automation, Weka Fachmedien,
www.computer-automation.de
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TwinCAT Building Software
TwinCAT includes numerous PLC libraries and
supplements for building automation:
| library for basic building functions
| HVAC library with over 90 function blocks
| communication blocks, e.g. for M-Bus, DALI
| TwinCAT FIAS Server for hotel management systems

DMX master

Light+Building 2
2010
010

Digital light management for up to 32 DMX devices

Beckhoff will present its entire range of products
and solutions for building automation in the new
Hall 11 at Light + Building in Frankfurt, Germany,
from 11 to 16 April 2010. In addition to Industrial
and Embedded PCs, Bus Terminals for data acquisition and TwinCAT, numerous innovations will be
presented.

Green Building Automation
PC-based control technology from Beckhoff offers
a high potential for the optimization of energy
efficiency in buildings:
| PC Control already makes building
automation of energy efficiency class A
(DIN EN 15232) possible.
| solutions for consumption data acquisition:
“from the Bus Terminal to the ERP system”
| solutions for energy optimization in computing centers
| controllers with low own power consumption

Embedded PC CX8090
PC Control technology in miniature format
– new intelligence for the building
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HD Bus Terminals
Saving space and costs: High-Density
Bus Terminals with 16 connection points
in 12 mm, e.g.:
| 16 digital inputs
| 16 digital outputs
| 8 digital inputs +
8 digital outputs
| 8 digital inputs
(2-wire system)
| 8 digital outputs
(2-wire system)
| 8 thermocouples
(2-wire system)

Consumption data monitoring
Measurement of current, water, gas and heat consumption

Manual operation
Manual operation with switches and
potentiometers for changing process data
independently of the controller

EnOcean master

Safety

Radio technology in the Bus Terminal
for up to 8 EnOcean modules

Integrated safety functions for safety-relevant
control tasks according to SIL3

EIB, LON, MP-Bus

Digital multimeter

Integration of M-Bus, DALI, EIB and
RS232/RS485 directly in the I/O system

Direct current and voltage measurement
without current transformer

Universal dimmer
Dimmer with automatic load detection for the
bus-independent control of brightness values
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Building Automation: reducing control cabinet and assembly costs

16-channel terminal frees more
space in control cabinets
The Beckhoff HD Terminal is a flexible new Bus Terminal series with greatly increased
packing density. The ‘High Density’ Bus Terminals feature 16 digital channels in the
housing of a 12 mm electronic terminal block. This reduces the space required in control
cabinets and significantly lowers the price per channel. The HD Bus Terminals are fully in
line with current trends in building automation, because although extensive technology
implementation is demanded in buildings today, there is at the same time only a limited
amount of space available for installation.

The Beckhoff HD Bus Terminals with 16 connection
points reduce space requirements in control cabinets.
For example, an 8-way switch can be fully wired
with 8 digital inputs and 8 digital outputs for status
LEDs using the KL1859 HD Bus Terminal, which is
only 12 mm wide.

The HD Bus Terminals are available in various versions, such as
16 channel terminals for digital inputs or outputs, 8-channel terminals for digital inputs or outputs with 2-wire connection, or “multitasking” combination terminals with eight digital inputs and eight
digital outputs, offering the user a high degree of flexibility.
There is a broad range of applications for HD Bus Terminals in building automation: for example, 8-way buttons with integrated LEDs,
for indicating the switching statuses, can be wired completely to a
single 12 mm Bus Terminal. Eight thermal drives can be controlled
completely by a single 12 mm output terminal using the 2-wire

technique. On the input side, eight window or door contacts can be
connected to one HD Bus Terminal using the 2-wire technique. With
the compact I/O modules, the user saves valuable installation space in
the control cabinet and the cost per channel is lowered significantly.
A further advantage is the simplification of system assembly. Despite
the high packing density, the convenient layout of the connection
points is retained.

www.beckhoff.com/HD-Busterminal
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Beckhoff enhances its range of products
for EnOcean radio technology
In conjunction with the KL6583 EnOcean transmitter and receiver module, the new Beckhoff KL6581 EnOcean
master terminal offers greater flexibility in terms of planning and bidirectional communication. EnOcean technology facilitates wireless, battery-less sensors, switches, energy harvesters and more for building and home
automation. The range of the battery-free transmitter and receiver is extendable up to a maximum data bus
length of 500 m (1640 ft) with the connection of up to eight EnOcean modules to the master terminal. That
not only brings cost advantages, but also makes the planning of building automation significantly more flexible
and simpler.
Previously only the reception of EnOcean data was possible via the
Beckhoff wireless adapter, now all of the EnOcean sensors and actuators can be connected using the new KL6581 EnOcean master terminal
and the KL6583 transmitter and receiver module. With a radio signal
range of at least 30 m (98 ft), the wiring of buildings can be simplified
significantly.
EnOcean radio technology is integrated into the Beckhoff Bus Terminal
system via electronic terminal blocks. Higher-level Bus Couplers for all
common bus and Ethernet systems enable flexible connection to the
higher level controller.
The KL6581 represents the link between the wireless KL6583 EnOcean
transmitter/receiver modules and the application. Up to eight EnOcean
modules can be connected to one EnOcean master terminal so the
standard range of the EnOcean radio signals can be extended as a
result. When connecting the maximum of eight devices, it is possible to
achieve a data bus length of up to 500 m (1640 ft) between the master

module and the last KL6583. This makes EnOcean solutions not only
more cost-effective, but also more flexible and simpler to plan. – If, for
example, a wall or a distance is incorrectly planned, it is now possible
to simply connect an additional module.
The KL6583 modules are connected to the KL6581 master terminal via
two wires for the power supply and two wires for the data bus. The
sub-bus employed by Beckhoff is CAN, an economical and interferenceresistant bus system with high data security that relays the EnOcean
telegrams using an event-controlled method.
The EnOcean transmitter and receiver module can be installed in
visible locations within buildings thanks to its attractive appearance –
a plain, round housing with a diameter of 72 mm and a height of
57 mm (2.8 in x 2.2 in).
www.beckhoff.com/KL6581
www.beckhoff.com/KL6583

The range of the battery-free transmitters and receivers can be extended
up to a maximum data bus length of 500 m (1640 ft) using the KL6581
EnOcean master terminal and the KL6583 EnOcean transmitter and receiver
module.
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PC-based
automation as
the basis for
energy-efficient
buildings

In the face of dwindling energy resources and the ever increasing energy consumption of the world’s population,
the subject of energy efficiency – apart from the use of sustainable energies – is presently one of the main questions. Investors and planners are faced with the challenge of coming to grips with energy costs without making
cuts in the comfort of a building. The basis for this is the control and measurement of the energy consumption of
individual systems. PC-based automation offers the ideal solution for the acquisition of energy and consumption
data as an integral component of intelligent building automation.
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Energy efficiency class A with
Beckhoff building automation

The demands on the intelligence of buildings have increased constantly in
recent years, such that the subject of energy efficiency as well as a good “return on investment” is the priority. With intelligent, “cross-system” building
automation, as offered by Beckhoff with its PC-based control technology, the
concept of sustainable, energy-efficient construction and living in the sense
of “green buildings” becomes a reality. The combination of PC technology
and the Bus Terminal I/O range represents the ideal platform to smoothly
integrate solutions that acquire energy and consumption data in buildings.
Universal, scalable solutions for all systems
In the Beckhoff I/O system, an extensive range of Bus Terminals is available
to the building technician to connect all of the building’s sensor and actuator
systems. This provides the freedom to assemble the modules required for the
application as if from a construction kit. On top of that, the fine granularity
of the terminals permits precise tailoring of the I/O level to actual needs; i.e.
only that which is actually needed must be purchased.
The core of the intelligent building control is the Beckhoff Industrial PC with
TwinCAT automation software. For all areas of application, from the small
controller to automate a single room or a certain building zone up to a
high-performance computer for the control of a large HVAC system, Beckhoff
supplies a finely scaled product range – in terms of price and performance –
from which the building technician can choose. The free programmability of
the controller is thereby extremely helpful in the realization of very complex
tasks and provides the user with a high degree of flexibility.

The demands on the intelligence of a building have increased constantly in recent
years. The primary goal of high energy efficiency, coupled with low investment
and operating costs, can only be achieved if all of the building’s technical facilities
are integrated into a universal automation system. “Green buildings,” the concept of sustainable and energy-efficient construction and living, are achievable
with modern PC-based building automation from Beckhoff.
Scarcer energy resources and the associated increase in costs have led to increased environmental awareness, so that the call for energy efficiency in the
equipment and the operation of buildings is becoming ever louder. Above all, the
meaningful, efficient use of energy means avoiding the waste of energy. The term
“Green Building” puts this notion in a nutshell; with intelligent building automation it becomes achievable: energy savings of up to 70 percent are possible here.
DIN EN 15232 describes the influence of the automation system on the energy efficiency of a building. It assists planners and investors in evaluating the influence
of building automation quantitatively and defines efficiency classes from A to D.
The efficiency class A corresponds to a very high technical standard and degree
of automation in the building, such as can be easily implemented with hardware
and software components from Beckhoff.

PC-based energy data monitoring creates savings potential
In addition to building automation functions, PC-based control technology
also offers the basic data acquisition technology for energy:
| local signal acquisition via the Bus Terminal I/O system
| data transmission via Ethernet or other bus systems
| evaluation in the Industrial PC via TwinCAT automation software
| provision of the energy data via standardized interfaces (e.g. OPC)
to higher-level systems of the building and data management
The seamless integration of the energy and consumption data acquisition
for all systems in the automation system results in savings potentials and
synergies, both in the system installation and in the further operation of the
building. The measured data are transferred to the control center via open
interfaces and analyzed by the building management system. On the basis
of comprehensive statistics and analysis functions, the building operator can
recognize weak points and initiate targeted improvement measures. The
available data pool also enables exact accounting and billing of consumption.

Exact consumption measurements are a prerequisite for savings and more
efficient use of energy. Targeted intervention and performance assessment
requires measurement of individual consumers and small groups. This allows
savings potentials to be identified quickly. The basis for this is the acquisition
of consumption data (see main article). Comprehensive statistics and analysis
functions enable building operators to identify weak points and initiate targeted
improvement measures.
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ten directly to databases. TwinCAT assists the user in processing the measured
consumption data further in the PLC. Energy costs can be lowered by the precise
control and regulation.
The energy data are made available via defined software interfaces, such as OPC,
to the higher-level energy management software or the building management,
where they are evaluated or analyzed. On the basis of mathematical models, for
example, forecasts can be prepared and expected consumption and load peaks
can be determined. The measured data can additionally be assigned to certain
cost centers, for example by connecting to an ERP system.

Measurement of energy consumption via Bus Terminals: the KL3681/EL3681digital
multimeter permits direct current measurement without current transformer.

Measurement of energy consumption via pressure measuring terminals:
the KM3702 pressure measuring module permits the identification of leaks
in compressed air generation.

Energy consumption measurement via Bus Terminals
In addition to the standard terminals, the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system also offers numerous I/Os for measurement applications:
| acquisition of current consumption via the power measurement terminal
(KL3403) and/or the digital multimeter terminal (KL3681)
| acquisition of water, gas and heat consumption via M-bus (KL6001/KL6021
serial interfaces with level converter)
| temperature measurement, e.g. via the KL3228 8-channel resistance measuring terminal
| pressure measurement or the detection of leaks in the compressed air supply
(KM3702)
Using TwinCAT, the measured data are processed further, and switching and
regulating actions may be implemented immediately; alternatively, communication with the command level is established. The values can be buffered or writ-

Acquisition of water, gas and heat consumption
Sensors for the measurement of water, gas and heat consumption are connected
via the M-bus. The M-bus (metering bus) is a fieldbus for logging consumption
data (e.g. in water meters, electricity meters, gas meters, heat/cold meters, etc.).
The data are sent from a measuring device via a level converter to the TwinCAT
controller. The M-bus level converter is connected via the KL6001 or KL6021 serial
Bus Terminals or via the PC COM port. The software library “TwinCAT PLC M-Bus”
evaluates the data and makes it available to higher-level systems.
Acquisition of current consumption
In conjunction with current transformers, the 3-phase KL3403 power measurement terminal enables measurement of all relevant electrical data and offers
comprehensive network analysis for the building automation system. The effective values for current and voltage, effective power, apparent power, reactive
power and cos ϕ are measured with the aid of a function block from the HVAC
software library. Energy meters often make the information available in the form
of a pulse signal. Here also, Beckhoff’s range of Bus Terminals offers a large
number of possibilities to count the pulses. The type and duration of the pulse is
decisive for the selection of the correct Bus Terminal:
| The KL140x has a 3 ms input filter.
| The KL1232 extends very short pulses to 100 ms; the input filter is 0.2 ms.
| The KL1512 is an up/down counter with an input filter of 0.2 ms.
The KL3681 digital multimeter terminal is available for current measurement
without transducers. High precision and simple, high-impedance measurement
from 300 mV to 300 V allow the terminals to be used like a modern digital
multimeter.
Visual measurement via software oscilloscope
Using the “TwinCAT Scope 2” software oscilloscope, curves can be displayed
graphically with a resolution on the order of microseconds. Convenient operation
simplifies configuration. Interfaces for PLC programmers allow the ScopeServer to
be operated from the PLC program. The modular structure of the scope provides
users with the possibility to use individual components in their own visualizations. This can save costs and efforts in the field of process monitoring and
process documentation.
www.beckhoff.com/building
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From the Bus Terminal directly into the
SAP system
The open interfaces of PC-based control technology permit
continuous communication from field level to management
level. The TwinCAT OPC UA Server, which is executable as
standard on Windows XP operating systems, establishes the
direct connection to the SAP system. Its use is uncomplicated, since the OPC configuration in networks can almost be
dispensed with: the OPC UA Server receives the information
from the Bus Terminal via TwinCAT I/O, or via TwinCAT PLC.
This way, data from the PLC can be transferred to databases
or the SAP system – on the basis of the standardized IEC
network protocol – and evaluated there. The advantage of
this for the building operator is that they can acquire, for
example, the consumption data of the individual systems
and assign them to the appropriate cost centers. In addition
to that, the engineering time is substantially reduced by the
integration of the TwinCAT OPC UA Server.

Microsoft and Beckhoff present Green IT solution
Because the importance of sustainability is gaining ground, Microsoft and Beckhoff
are demonstrating how electricity consumption, temperature, etc. can be checked
and measured. This demonstration took place at the Microsoft Technology Center
in Munich, Germany, and was also presented at the Microsoft booth at CeBIT 2010.
Each electrical device can be connected to the kiosk via a socket. A “headless”
operated CX9010 Embedded PC from Beckhoff with Microsoft Windows Embedded
CE6.0R3 as the operating system and an EL3681 EtherCAT I/O Terminal measure the
current consumption of this device. A Beckhoff Ethernet Panel with Windows Embedded Standard 7 and a WPF application is connected to the CX9010 via OPC-UA. In
the illustrated demonstration, the GUI WPF shows the consumption of a Windows 7
PC – the GUI additionally enables the speed of the Windows 7 CPU to be gradually
reduced via a TCP/IP command. This gradual reduction of the CPU speed leads to
lower current consumption.
IT solutions from Microsoft aimed at substantial savings
| reduce IT energy consumption and lower CO2 emissions
| manage energy efficiency and its ecological footprint
| lead to reconsideration of business practices with the objective of positively
influencing the effects on the environment
Beckhoff high-end measuring equipment for Green IT solutions
| CX9010 Embedded PC: automation platform with direct I/O interface
| EL3681 EtherCAT Terminal: digital multimeter with fieldbus interface for the
measurement of current and voltage
| based on standards: Windows Embedded CE, PLC logic IEC 61131-3, OPC-UA
connectivity
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SieMatic uses robust Embedded PCs
from Beckhoff in its kitchens

Industrial PC
technology in
high-end kitchens

The premium kitchen manufacturer SieMatic is used
to being a trendsetter. The concept of the SieMatic
S1, which was introduced for the first time at the
beginning of 2008, is based on the realization that
ongoing changes in consumer habits are redefining
the modern kitchen. Today, areas of life such as cooking and eating are no longer separated from our
needs for entertainment, relaxation and communication. Thus, the kitchen becomes the central living
room; a place where family or friends gather to cook,
eat, celebrate, work, play or simply to “chill out.”

PC Control 01 | 2010
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The kitchen is redefined as a living
room with the SieMatic S1.

Technically advanced, aesthetically restrained
The redefined “living room” – the kitchen – must meet these requirements, i.e. activities that up to now have been spread across different
rooms, such as watching television, working, learning or celebrating
– and, of course, cooking and eating. These activities are increasingly
concentrated in one place. SieMatic caters to this changed concept of the
kitchen with the S1. The SieMatic S1 has won several awards, including
the red dot award “best of the best” in 2008 as well as four additional
red dot awards for product design in 2008. The SieMatic S1 stands out
from conventional kitchens by its minimalistic style, integrated design
and by its technical details: the control system for the drawer sliders,
for example, allows up to three drawers to be opened electrically at the
same time. A clever lighting controller, which distinguishes between work
lighting, detail and mood lighting, provides lighting to suit the different
uses for the room.
With the “SieMatic Grid,” SieMatic has developed a control concept for
multimedia packages on the basis of T+A audio and video components
and a Beckhoff PC. The SieMatic Grid places multimedia and kitchenspecific content at the user’s disposal on a uniform screen. This ensures
that when in the kitchen, families won’t have to do without the comforts
of modern entertainment, such as MP3, radio, DVD and video, Internet,
e-mail, newsfeed and digital slide shows of favorite photos. Of course,
recipes can also be called up on the system. Menu navigation on the
display takes place clearly via wireless keyboard or airmouse.

A clever lighting controller, which
distinguishes between work lighting,
detail and mood lighting, provides
lighting to suit the respective use of
the moment in the room.

Modern life is multimedia-based
Modern life in the kitchen also means a multimedia-based life. In T+A,
a high-end audio/video manufacturer from Herford, Germany, SieMatic
found a project partner for the implementation of the multimedia requirements, while retaining the minimalistic design. With Beckhoff, SieMatic
developed a platform for the central control and operating software on
the basis of a CX1020 Embedded PC. “This is where our IT department
came into the game,” explains Thorsten Pawelczyk, who is in charge of
information technology at SieMatic: “With Beckhoff we have found an
expert partner who can meet our requirements. Previously, I had only
known the Beckhoff products from our production, as controllers for
our kitchen manufacturing line, e.g. in the woodworking machines by
IMA, Homag or Priess&Horstmann. However, the Embedded PCs are also
ideally suited for use directly in the kitchen. An important aspect for our
decision was the customization of the operating system image for the
Embedded PCs.”
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The SieMatic Grid makes multimedia and kitchen-

The SieMatic Grid includes an integrated Internet browser with e-mail

specific contents available to the user on a uniform

functionality, a media player, photo slide shows for the user’s own digi-

screen. Menu navigation on the display takes place

tal photos, a news reader and a detailed weather forecast. All modules

clearly via wireless keyboard or airmouse.

Functions of the SieMatic software
SieMatic’s self-developed software for the selection menu and the
control functions forms the heart of the SieMatic Grid. The basis is a
modularly structured Beckhoff Embedded PC equipped with a Windows
XP Embedded operating system as well as a .Net framework. Via RS232,
the Beckhoff PC controls the T+A components as well as managing all
functions that they do not take care of. Above all, these naturally include
all the typical PC tasks, such as Internet access, e-mail access and data
services (such as weather forecast or newsfeeds), but also entertainment
programs, such as slide shows. All Miele@home appliances are also integrated via the Ethernet interface of the Embedded system.
The most important functions, however, run invisibly in the background,
because the Beckhoff PC works almost like a mediator between different
worlds: for example, a television broadcast can be interrupted for messages from the Miele system – that the dishwasher program has finished,
for instance – if the user so desires. The integration of other systems – for
example, the picture from an IP monitoring camera – is easy to accomplish using Beckhoff hardware. It was clear from the outset to SieMatic
project manager Thorsten Pawelczyk that the SieMatic Grid would be a
constantly growing and changing system: “The fact that the Beckhoff
automation system hardly sets any limits regarding the integration of
other systems comes just at the right time.”

Thorsten Pawelczyk, Information
Technology Manager at SieMatic

are configurable and can be adjusted individually by the user.

Made-to-order operating system image
The Beckhoff CX1020 Embedded PC, currently equipped with an Intel®
Celeron® processor, is mounted on a DIN rail in one of the kitchen floor
cabinets. The CX1020 CPU has modular, expandable interfaces for DVI/
USB, audio, RS232 and a 4-way USB hub. “It was particularly important
to us to have an operating system image adapted to our needs,” explains
Thorsten Pawelczyk. “In the current configuration we use a made-toorder Windows XP Embedded operating system with the .NET Framework
3.5, among other things.” The close contacts between Beckhoff and
Microsoft also benefited SieMatic. As a Microsoft Windows Embedded
Gold Partner, Beckhoff gains early and more intensive access to the latest
Microsoft technologies. This way, SieMatic was able to use a beta version
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Simple step towards home automation
The Embedded PC is simple to extend by adding Bus Terminals, for
example in order to process building automation data points. The
Embedded PC can alternatively be integrated in the higher level
building control via the Ethernet network. A wide range of different
Bus Terminals permits the integration of all sensors and actuators for
lighting control, energy consumption metering and garden irrigation,
for example, as a function of data from a weather station. In addition
to the gains in comfort and convenient operation, the significance
of intelligent home automation is continually increasing due to the
demands for energy optimization and increased security needs.

The CX1020 Embedded PC, the control center of the multimedia package, is mounted on a DIN rail in one
of the kitchen floor cabinets.

of Windows Embedded Standard 7 around six months before its market
introduction. The new Microsoft operating system contains, among other
things, a framework for a multi touch panel, which will also be used in
SieMatic kitchens in the near future.
The CX1020 Embedded PC makes do without rotating parts, dispensing
with fans for cooling and hard disks for storage media. That was one of IT
Manager Thorsten Pawelczyk’s main requirements. The flash memory card
used instead has further advantages for SieMatic: if, for example, updates
are available that exceed the capabilities of a normal online update, then
the flash card can simply be exchanged. New and improved functions are
then available to the customer right away. This strategy additionally has
the advantage that the exchange of a flash card is much simpler for a
kitchen manufacturer to do than loading a new operating system or even
exchanging a hard drive.
Design is a core competence
The expert design of kitchens is obviously one of SieMatic’s core competences. The operating interface does not represent an exception here,
because it integrates itself seamlessly into the overall kitchen design.
“Seamlessly” should be taken literally here, because the display disappears completely behind an otherwise black glass panel and is indiscernible when it is switched off. SieMatic offers two display variants: a 19-inch
panel, which is connected to the Embedded PC via DVI, or a 32-inch
screen with a VGA connection.
The project was implemented on the basis of Microsoft .Net technology
and was already awarded the 2009 Innovation Prize for WPF-based
(Windows Presentation Foundation) software by Microsoft in the first
year of completion.

International and future-proof
As a globally-positioned company, SieMatic delivers its kitchens all over
the world, which means that they have to work without failures and
– as described – without fans under the completely different climatic
conditions in Seattle, Frankfurt, Shanghai or Bahrain. The appropriate
character/language sets for operation must also be available all over the
world, according to the customer’s wishes. The wealth of PC technology
experience in harsh industrial environments that Beckhoff has amassed
worldwide over almost 30 years also benefits the kitchen manufacturers. Thus, SieMatic’s IT Manager Thorsten Pawelczyk is already looking
forward to the next generation of CPUs based on Intel® Atom™ technology, which will provide even greater performance but with the same size.
SieMatic S1 kitchen
Embedded PC

www.siematic.de/S1
www.beckhoff.com/Embedded-PC
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Building Automation: extension and refurbishment
of a bank building without interrupting operations

Retrofit at Appenzeller Kantonalbank

When space at Appenzeller Kantonalbank’s head office became tight and customer service procedures no longer
met modern requirements, the bank decided to build an expansion and refurbish the existing building without
closing down its operations. Bühler+Scherler AG, the solution partner for the Swiss branch of Beckhoff Automation
AG, implemented an automation solution that fully meets the expectations.

Architecturally, the head office of Appenzeller Kantonalbank perfectly
matches the townscape of the cantonal capital Appenzell. The seamlessly
linked expansion, which was opened in April 2009, was built in the same
style as the existing building, which was comprehensively refurbished
at the same time. In parallel with the construction of the expansion, the
heating and cooling supply was largely converted to renewable energy
based on a ground source heat pump with 31.5 kW heating capacity and
51.5 kW cooling capacity.

Replacement for proprietary solution
The project not only posed architectural, technical and banking challenges, but operations had to be maintained during the reconstruction,
including the building automation networks. In the existing building,
a proprietary building automation system had been used, for which
neither an appropriate support contact nor up-to-date hardware was
available that would have been suitable for the expansion. The existing systems were no longer able to meet current building automation
demands. The building automation installation was therefore included
in the retrofit, so that the existing and new building could be operated
in an integrated fashion. The costs for the building automation systems
were round 8 percent of the total investment cost for the renovation of
the existing building and the construction of the new building.
Urs Rüegg, project manager at Bühler+Scherler, is proud of the achievement: “It was a quite a feat, both from a technical perspective and
in terms of the schedule. Banking operations had to be maintained at
all times, so that even after a winter night or Sunday shift the rooms
had to be warm the following morning, the lighting had to work properly and customers were able to go about their normal banking business.”

Bruno Streule, technical office manager at
Appenzeller Kantonalbank (left), and Urs Rüegg,
project manager at Bühler+Scherler, in front of
a touch-panel in the counter zone, which provides an overview of all relevant building data.
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Head office of Appenzeller Kantonalbank in Appenzell. The extension (rear,
left) subdivides the building complex
into three architecturally equivalent
parts. At the same time, the existing
building was extensively refurbished.

View of the customer service area
at Appenzeller Kantonalbank

Bruno Streule, technical office manager for the bank, said: “Thanks to
the integrated systems from Beckhoff and the competent system solution
from Bühler+Scherler we never had any problems.”
Integrated solution
The building automation system represents an integrated solution for
HVAC, lighting, shading and busy indicators, excluding the internal security and fire alarm systems and access control. The networked solution is
based on a decentralized CX system from Beckhoff. A total of five CX1010
Embedded Controllers are distributed across the two buildings. Each unit
contains a CPU, internal flash memory and an Ethernet interface. TwinCAT

automation software turns the CX1010 system into a high-performance
PLC and Motion Control system that was extended with a web-based
visualization system. No intelligence is required in the periphery, so
integrated communication from the command level right through to the
sensor/actuator level is ensured. A total of 19 Bus Couplers, which are
networked with the CX controllers via Ethernet, enable fully automated
operation of the technical systems at the bank. All data points in the
building are recorded via Beckhoff Bus Terminals. “The modular Bus
Terminals significantly reduce the engineering effort and save space,
material, labor time and money,” said Daniel Rothenberger, who works
at Beckhoff’s building automation division in Zurich.
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The daylit atrium is used as an internal

System topology at

communication zone.

Appenzeller Kantonalbank

Enhanced comfort with reduced energy
consumption
Energy consumption is an important criterion for Appenzeller Kantonalbank. All relevant HVAC data are therefore recorded and monitored via
M-Bus. These data can be displayed at the command level or viewed from
outside via the Internet.
The HVAC system in the existing building was retrofitted, resulting in enhanced comfort for staff. Each room can be controlled individually. Room
sensors sample the required values and define the specifications for the
indoor climate. A roof-mounted weather station supplies the basic data,
which are also relevant for the shading control system.
The blinds not only serve as shading devices, but also help save energy.
In the summer the shading devices protect from excessive sunlight, while
in the winter the heat radiation is used for heating purposes (outside the
occupied periods). The blinds are controlled automatically, although they
can also be moved up or down manually.
At Appenzeller Kantonalbank, as in all office buildings, light is not only
an important factor with regard to well-being, but also from an energy
management perspective. All general zones are basically controlled dependent on available daylight. This also applies to the internal corridors,
since the local communication routes between the offices are largely
located within a large hall that is well illuminated through roof windows.

In the offices of the new building, daylight-dependent base lighting is
generated by recessed ceiling lamps. Floor lamps with presence and
daylight control are used for individual workstation illumination.
Conclusions
In contrast to a new building without design constraints, a major refurbishment of building services systems in conjunction with an expansion
– all without interruption of operations – poses significant challenges
for all involved. This goes double since the building automation system, which acts as the nerve center for a modern bank, coordinates all
technical processes. But that’s not all. Customers and staff need light
and a pleasant working atmosphere. They must be comfortable, and
security must be guaranteed around the clock. Bühler+Scherler replaced
the outdated, proprietary building management system with an advanced
solution, including access via the Internet, to the satisfaction of all parties
involved. The measured values and all recorded system data confirm the
specified design data.

Appenzeller Kantonalbank www.appkb.ch
Bühler+Scherler AG
www.buhler-scherler.com
Beckhoff Switzerland
www.beckhoff.ch
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Hermos AG presents a versatile software tool
for building and industrial automation

Facility Information System meets
Beckhoff Building Automation
With the development of the FIS#
Application Server, Hermos AG has
proven that made-to-order automation solutions at a reasonable
price are achievable. The versatile
software tool can be used both in
the automation of buildings and in
industrial and process automation.

Hermos AG, with head office in Mistelgau near Bayreuth in Germany, has also
made a name for itself internationally as a specialist for the development
and implementation of IT solutions in production processes and buildings.
“Our utmost goal,” says Frank Speringer, Marketing Manager at Hermos, “is
to keep our customers satisfied with products and services in the form of
made-to-order solutions. In doing so, we focus consistently on openness and
flexibility, so that the customers can serve themselves on the market without
restrictions when making future investments.”

A platform for building and industrial automation
The software platform developed by Hermos is a versatile tool that can be
used both in plant and process automation, in building technology (facility and building automation) and in home automation. As Harald Köhler,
Sales Manager and authorized signatory at Hermos AG explains, the open
and modular framework makes scalable solutions possible: “Using our
technology, which is based on the global standards of the Microsoft Windows Server system (Microsoft Windows, .NET and Microsoft SQL Server
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Hermos AG, with company headquarters in Mistelgau near Bayreuth, Germany, is an internationally operative group of companies working in the
field of automation and information processing. The Hermos group creates
automation and integration solutions for machines, plants and buildings from
a total of nine locations in Germany and six international branch offices. The
services range from consulting, engineering and software development to
commissioning and service. With around 340 highly-qualified employees, half
of whom are engineering graduates, Hermos achieved turnover of 42 million
euros (approx. $57 million) in 2009.

In order to illustrate the whole spectrum of different concepts and technologies in

Harald Köhler, member of the board of

Frank Speringer, Marketing Manager

a real application, Hermos has carried out what is virtually a prototype installation at

directors, Sales Manager and authorized

at Hermos AG

its Mistelgau headquarters.

signatory at Hermos AG

Database), customized IT solutions between ERP and the automation level can
be implemented. On the basis of one platform, this software tool provides our
customers with every option for horizontal and vertical integration, so that the
customer’s expenses for the administration and maintenance of different systems
are reduced accordingly.”

for M-Bus (Metering Bus) coupling, a fieldbus for the acquisition of data from
consumption meters as well as measuring terminals, e.g. for the recording of
temperature values or weather sensor systems.

“Beckhoff offers the openness and flexibility that we need.”
The openness of the Application Server offers flexibility both to the customer
and to Hermos. Changing requirements and customized solutions can be achieved
without exploding costs. Hermos bases its software on the open control platform from Beckhoff. “The Beckhoff system offers the openness and flexibility
that we need,” explains Harald Köhler. “We are certainly not a typical user of
the Beckhoff platform, who utilizes TwinCAT automation software exclusively.
We use TwinCAT ADS to connect our system platform with the Beckhoff hardware and the openness of the TwinCAT system permits a flexible solution for
the task.”
Since there are many different systems involved in building automation, methods
of integration based on standardized technologies must be used. The Beckhoff
automation platform offers the necessary prerequisites here. On the one hand, it
consciously relies on Ethernet as a central communication standard; on the other,
the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system offers interfaces and gateways to all established fieldbus systems. The Beckhoff Bus Terminal system provides appropriate
modules for major bus systems used frequently in building automation, such as
EIB, LON and DALI, as well as for EnOcean technology used for the transmission
of radio signals. However, Beckhoff’s range of products also includes terminals

Connection of FIS# and TwinCAT unites the acquisition of consumption and operating data as well as Condition Monitoring
in one software
The special characteristic of building automation is the fact that the most diverse
systems and plants by different manufacturers must be combined on a neutral
platform with a uniform user interface covering all properties. Hermos has
fulfilled these requirements with the development of its “Facility Information
System”: the system acquires, stores and processes information from all areas of
the building. The various types of systems necessary for this are connected via the
Beckhoff control platform and communication terminals.
The Hermos solution is, however, more than just a classic control and visualization technology. Beyond that, it makes the central technical management of all
systems and plants possible and makes the information stored in the database
available to ERP and CAFM systems (Computer Aided Facility Management): for
example, in the form of consumption or operating data and error messages, as
well as data for Condition Monitoring.
Extensive TwinCAT Building Library
Many of the single applications to be included are now programmed using
special software solutions and software function blocks, as offered by Beckhoff
with its HVAC library, among other things. This extensive TwinCAT PLC library
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Functional illustrations of the FIS# Application Server

encompasses more than 70 function blocks for the automation of heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and sanitary systems. Various lighting controllers, maximum monitors for energy optimization, the blind controller, the
conversion of temperatures and raw values into measured values or scaling
functions and much more can be programmed using the “Beckhoff TwinCAT
Building Automation Library.”
“We also fall back on the Beckhoff control platform with our system, because
our systems can be combined very well,” explains Harald Köhler. “TwinCAT
encompasses a great deal of standardized information in the form of function
blocks or libraries that are very useful to us and that we do not even need to
develop. Beckhoff is willing to provide the libraries that are relevant to us in
an open form, so that we can integrate them into our software.”

interfaces and systems with the appropriate possibilities in our new building.
This includes the topics of lighting, heating, air conditioning and ventilation,
room automation, distributed network technology and multimedia via IP,
security and access control and, finally, video integration using a video server.
In principle, everything that corresponds to this high level of facility technology is available.” Frank Speringer underlines the fact that some impressive
technical highlights are displayed: “We have integrated some options for the
room operation, for example, that are not typical, everyday applications with
which we demonstrate what is technically possible. Certain aspects will probably never be implemented to that extent in reality, but the room operation
via switch, telephone, touch panel and PDA represents a diversity that is a
technical reality.”

Hermos system supplier for building and industrial automation
In order to illustrate the whole spectrum of different concepts and technologies in a real application, Hermos has carried out what is virtually a prototype
installation at its Mistelgau headquarters. Harald Köhler says about this:
“The background of the planning and concept was that we can demonstrate

Hermos AG
www.hermos.com
Beckhoff Building Automation www.beckhoff.com/building

Building automation in the 50-story
office skyscraper “Tower 185”
After the bidding process for the building management
and the facilities management of “Tower 185,” a new
office building in the city center of Frankfurt, Germany,
Hermos AG was awarded the contract. This success is
based not only on the close and successful cooperation
between Hermos and Beckhoff and the fact that their
systems complement each other: the building automation of the 185 m (607-ft) high skyscraper will be handled
by the software platform developed by Hermos and with
Beckhoff control components.
The 50-story office tower is being constructed in Frankfurt am Main in a premium location between the exhibition center, the main railway station and the banking
district – the so-called European quarter. An international

auditing company has already chosen “Tower 185” as its
new company headquarters in Frankfurt. In addition to
offices, the six-story base building will house a conference center and the employees’ restaurant. The construction of the double tower started in August 2008 and is
scheduled to be completed by December 2011.
“In addition to the large number of small projects in
which we have already used Beckhoff components in
the past, both in the most diverse industrial applications
and in building automation, ‘Tower 185’ is the most
ambitious and largest project undertaken in cooperation
between Hermos and Beckhoff,” reports Harald Köhler:
“On the hardware side we will be implementing the entire building management and the facility management
systems completely with Beckhoff. In a manner of speaking, the full Beckhoff range will be used here, from the
Bus Terminals via the Bus Controller to the PC hardware.”
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Assembly and testing line for steering booster motors

EtherCAT enhances test rig automation
Vogelsang & Benning are specialists in fully- and/or semi-automated end-of-line testing for industrial production. Since the company was founded in 1983 it has produced test systems for a huge range of industrial applications, implementing drive technology
and mechanical engineering. For the latest assembly and testing line developed for steering booster motors, Vogelsang & Benning
have chosen a PC- and EtherCAT-based automation solution from Beckhoff.

Complete assembly line
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Power supply test specimen
(serial communication)
IPC

Frequency converter: load test specimen
(PROFIBUS)

Joining spindle + screwdriver (PROFIBUS)
Scanner, ECU (serial communication)

Linear unit (PROFIBUS)
Scanner, flash unit (serial communication)

Flexray gateway (Ethernet TCP/IP)
Tightness test (serial communication)
Increasingly, conventional hydraulically-assisted car steering systems are
being replaced by electro-mechanical units. The overall servo unit (SU)
consists of a permanently excited synchronous motor and the electronic
control unit (ECU). The motor itself undergoes comprehensive testing before leaving the supplier. The overall assembly and testing line consists of
a screw and flash module and a tightness and performance testing module with integrated handling modules. The ECU and the motor are joined
and screwed together in the screw module and the application software
is transferred (flashed) to the ECU in the flash module. This is followed by
the tightness test and the performance and noise test. Since the steering
obviously represents a critical safety component in the vehicle, particular
attention is paid to the data backup and archiving. All test parameters,
settings and measured data must be traceable. Each test specimen must
be uniquely identifiable and saved to a separate, central file server.
The test rig automation requires integration of components from a wide
range of manufacturers with a wide range of interfaces: the test module
load set has a PROFIBUS interface. The specimen’s control unit is actuated via FlexRay while the FlexRay gateway is actuated via Ethernet.
Additional equipment such as scanners, flash units or the tightness tester
communicate with the control computer via serial interface.

Measured value recording
with distributed clocks
Flexray gateway (Ethernet TCP/IP)
Fig. 1: Flexible topology, great interface variety

EtherCAT as higher-level bus system
One of the main reasons for the selection of EtherCAT as the basic
bus system, apart from its high performance and precise distributed
clock-based synchronization of process values, was the availability of
the aforementioned interfaces as locally distributed EtherCAT devices.
Furthermore, a substantial requirement of the end customer was to have
the ability to add additional modules as unit quantities increased by
expanding the bus. By decentralizing the cited interfaces (see fig. 1), this
requirement can be fulfilled without excessive wiring and installation
costs. Where the use of multi-channel interface cards used to require the
laying of several meters of serial cable, now the routes are short and the
susceptibility to interference is greatly reduced.
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The test modules detect the key characteristics of the steering booster
motor:
| tightness of the screw-fastened components to one another
| various load tests with torque and speed checks
| noise tests under different operating conditions
| verification of all parameters and of the overall ECU function

Assembly and test flow in detail
In the first stage, the motor and control unit are joined and screwed
together. Joining spindle and screwdriver are controlled via PROFIBUS. A
scanner with a serial interface detects the specimen’s DMC code for the
necessary material tracking and archiving in the database. In the next
stage the firmware is loaded onto the ECU via flash module – also serial
– while the handling system (PROFIBUS) transfers it to the next module.
Material tracking is carried out via a serial scanner. This stage incorporates an EtherCAT switch port terminal to carry out direct settings on the
ECU via an optional FlexRay gateway. The connection with the gateway
then takes place as pure TCP/IP communication within the acyclical communication slots of the EtherCAT system.

Standard EtherCAT Terminals record measured values
The specimen is assigned a default torque via FlexRay which must be
maintained very precisely even under loads (convertor-controlled load
machine). The torque is constantly measured at a constant speed at a
sampling rate of 1000 measured values per second. The torque discrepancies are analyzed with the help of a fast Fourier transform (FFT). To
ensure that this provides reliable analyses, the measured data (torques)
must be recorded in absolute temporal and/or angular synchronization.
Whereas this measured value recording once required expensive, special
instrumentation, it can be carried out today using standard EtherCAT
Terminals (counter terminal and analog input) with distributed clock function. The distributed clocks enable the measurements to be synchronized
with nanosecond-precision, thereby providing the necessary temporal
correlation of the measured data for the FFT. Torque discrepancies are
then graphically displayed in the frequency-amplitude spectrum. The test
result is stored in the database together with the DMC code.
The performance capability of the EtherCAT system with distributed
clocks is clearly shown in fig. 2. Two EtherCAT-synchronized edge changes
have been recorded. The two units are separated by 300 EtherCAT nodes
and 120 m of cable. The simultaneity of the synchronously controlled
edge changes was approx. 15 nanoseconds (ns) with jitter of ±20 ns.
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Fig. 2: Nanosecond precision and synchronization with distributed clocks;
long-term recording of two devices

ADS permits the transfer of complete measured data records
within a few milliseconds
The measured and calibration values are analyzed and visualized and
the test results archived with the METIS software programmed in C++
which was developed and implemented by Vogelsang & Benning. The
interface for the TwinCAT controller is ADS, a convenient router interface
for data transmission, control and diagnostics. The excellent integration
and convenient command interface (e.g. for switching operating modes)
make communication much easier and more effective than the previous
handling of data modules in the PLC. Complete measured data records
are transferred to the METIS software in a few milliseconds by the PLC.
ADS is embedded in the TCP/IP protocol for remote maintenance. The
necessary settings in the METIS software are minimal.

A pioneering solution
“I hope we can convince many customers to fit test rigs with Beckhoff
technology,” says Robert Biletic, project manager and programmer of the
test line described above. “It has given us substantial benefits over the
solutions we used in the past. These are, firstly, the aforementioned decentralized fieldbus interfaces (EtherCAT devices), which enable a highly
flexible topology and device selection. In addition, PLC-programming has
become more efficient and more cost effective thanks to the availability
of high-level languages (structured text; ST) and the instance concept,
plus the reusability of software modules. The TwinCAT System Manager
and an integrated real-time scope offer excellent diagnostic options.
The integrated online visualization makes it easier to find and remedy
wiring errors quickly and easily, even without a PLC program, just with
the System Manager. The scope is also useful for the adjustment and
optimization of a wide range of controllers. EtherCAT is an extremely
effective fieldbus system and allows us to use standard I/O terminals as
the recording level for high-precision measured values. This not only saves
money, it also means the entire measurement operation can be resolved
in software. The knowledge remains with us in-house and we can carry
out simple adaptations to other test rig applications.”
Vogelsang & Benning www.vogelsangbenning.de
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Expansion of market position in the UK

Beckhoff has been present in Great Britain since 1994 – represented exclusively and successfully by Hayes Control
Systems. In order to further expand Beckhoff’s commitment in the British market, Hayes Control Systems has now
been taken over by Beckhoff and renamed Beckhoff Automation Ltd.

Hayes Control Systems becomes
Beckhoff Automation Ltd.
The headquarters of the new branch are situated
to the west of London in Henley-on-Thames. Stephen
Hayes, founder of Hayes Control Systems, was named
managing director of the new Beckhoff branch.
The entire 13-strong team was taken over, so that
technical skills and close customer contacts are
retained.
With the takeover of the British Beckhoff representative office, Beckhoff has set the course to intensify
its activities in the British and Irish markets and to
expand its position. “Great Britain and Ireland are
strategically important markets for us, since many
international companies have their headquarters and
make global decisions here. Therefore it is important

for us to be present locally with a Beckhoff team,”
explains Kai Ristau, International Sales Manager at
Beckhoff.
“Based on the good business development of Hayes
Control Systems in recent years, we see added
growth potential by expanding our sales in Great
Britain and Ireland. Our marketing strategy is to concentrate on areas in which we can offer our customers decisive benefits with our technical innovations,”
says Stephen Hayes, Managing Director of Beckhoff
Automation Ltd., explaining the plans. In addition,
Beckhoff will focus on new fields of business such as
renewable energies, Scientific Automation and drives.
“We are aiming for intensive penetration of the UK
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Beckhoff Automation Ltd.
The Boathouse
Station Road
Henley-on-Thames
Oxon RG9 1AZ
Great Britain
Phone: + 44 14 91 / 41 05 39
Fax: + 44 14 91 / 57 72 67
info@beckhoff.co.uk
www.beckhoff.co.uk

The Beckhoff UK team at headquarters in Henley-on-Thames

and Irish markets and a 20 percent sales increase in
2010 by increasing personnel in sales and support
areas and by building up a regional network”, says
managing director Stephen Hayes of the short- and
medium-term objectives of the new Beckhoff subsidiary.

Managing director Stephen Hayes, 43 years old and a graduate
engineer, has been working with Beckhoff for 16 years and is very
familiar with the company’s product and automation technology.
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Front view of the welding head fitted
with stepper motors with encoders

Laser welding system for maximum process safety and flexibility

High-end production process for
solar thermal absorbers
Solar thermal absorbers are necessary for the conversion of solar radiation into energy and the laser welding process is the most
pioneering and commercially viable technology for their industrial mass-production. Laser welding offers excellent process safety
plus increased production speed and efficiency compared to conventional methods. Specializing in this field is the Swiss Company
MiniTec AG, with offices in Otelfingen near Zurich. It has developed the SunLaser® laser welding system which permits the fully
automated production of full-surface absorbers for thermal flat-plate collectors. The system is controlled by a PC- and EtherCATbased automation platform from Beckhoff.
The use of the sun’s energy through special energy converters is wellestablished throughout the world, and the use of solar thermal energy
now plays a major role alongside the photovoltaic conversion of the
sun’s radiation. The production plant for solar energy recovery systems
must fulfill optimum demands of productivity and quality in order to meet
the demand for maximum energy yield with realistic system costs and
redemption periods.
Pioneering technology
Full-surface absorbers for thermal flat-plate collectors are produced by
welding tubes in harp or meander arrangements onto a baseplate. The
laser welding process used by MiniTec solves the inherent problems of

welding the necessary material combinations, for example copper tubing
and aluminum sheets. A pulsed laser melts and alloys small areas of tube
and sheet metal, i.e. the exact amount of heat is applied to the absorber
at the exact welding point. This minimizes the heat affected zone so that
the absorber layer remains intact, which guarantees the optimum energy
efficiency of the flat-plate collectors.
The SunLaser® flatbed laser welding system can be used to produce
absorbers measuring 1,250 mm x 2,500 mm (4-ft x 8-ft). The tubing is
primarily copper, measuring from 8 to 22 mm outside diameter with a
0.2 mm wall thickness. The base plate is usually made of a 0.3 to 0.5 mm
aluminum sheet. The copper tubing is welded to the aluminum sheet by
the smallest possible welding spot: four spots per cm, generated by a
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Nd:YAG fixed-head laser at a welding speed of up to 25 m/min (82 ft/min). The
laser can cover around two square meters of absorber surface in 60 to 120 s.
Fully-automated process control with PC-based Control
and EtherCAT
The machine is controlled by a Beckhoff CP6222 Panel PC installed in the
control cabinet door of the laser welding system. The system periphery is connected via Beckhoff Bus Terminal I/O. Communication between the Panel PC
and the I/O system is handled via EtherCAT. The EK1100 Bus Coupler connects
the EtherCAT protocol with the EtherCAT Terminals.
The SunLaser® has a multi-axis portal: the various axes are controlled
throughout the whole operating range with Beckhoff Servo Drives. The drives
are programmed and actuated via TwinCAT NC I automation software and
another system servo drive controls the worktable’s rotation axis. The system
operator can load and unload the absorbers during the primary processing
time of this swivel action.
The portal has a laser welding head on its Z-axis with two laser lenses and a
feed roller for the tubing to be welded. The two laser lenses are focused and
positioned by a stepper motor. The stepper motor carries out the adjustments
within a mechanically pre-defined positioning range. To guarantee absolute
precision during this process, each stepper motor also has an encoder that
detects the action of the welding heads and facilitates monitoring by the axis
controller through a feedback signal.
Software as linking technology
The MiniTec laser welding system currently uses three control systems: a
controller for the Nd:YAG laser, a separate safety controller and the Beckhoff
control platform which monitors the whole production process. The three
control systems are interconnected.
All process sequences are monitored in compliance with IEC 61131-3 by
the Beckhoff TwinCAT PLC automation software. “Since we drive several

Absorber made of copper tubing attached to aluminum
sheet with precision welding points

interpolated axes and require a fully-programmable surface,” says Philip
Schwander, deputy managing director and technical director of MiniTec, “we
use TwinCAT NC I and G-Code (DIN 66025). We have programmed our own
graphical display in C#.”
Open automation platform permits variable operating concept
The operating concepts of the laser welding machines vary depending on
differing customer requirements, as described by Frank Weyermann, Managing director of MiniTec: “We have customers with just a few product variants

The SunLaser® flatbed laser welding system can be used to produce absorbers

Frank Weyermann, managing director

measuring 1,250 mm x 2,500 mm (4-ft x 8-ft).

of MiniTec Schweiz
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After being acquired by the German machine manufacturer, MiniTec GmbH & Co. KG, the Swiss Geiser Tech AG
has operated since the start of 2009 under the name
MiniTec Schweiz AG. The company, which has developed
a pioneering technology in the manufacturing of solar
thermal absorbers, now reinforces the involvement of
MiniTec in the field of solar technology.
The SunLaser® laser welding system concept is almost an
“inherited technology,” as Frank Weyermann, managing director of MiniTec, reports: “Its technological origins can be traced back to the company Sunlaser which
developed the concept and made it viable. Sunlaser

Frédéric Dollinger, project manager for laser applications at MiniTec

then sought a partner who could take and develop the
concept further. This was initially GeiserTech and since
its integration we have pursued the system concept further to turn it into a high-end production technology.”
The internationally operational MiniTec group has
acquired an excellent reputation in the last 10 years,
predominantly for the construction of production plants
for photovoltaic modules. The new company will also
profit from its great experience in the industrial manufacturing of modules. Together with its partner, Sunlaser
Consulting GmbH, MiniTec Switzerland AG has not only
a wealth of expertise in the system engineering but also
extensive knowledge in its application. In 2001 work
began on the development of laser welding processes
for the manufacturing of aluminum absorbers. Since
then the process has proven to be commercially viable
and is used in numerous turnkey production machines
worldwide.

Control cabinet with Beckhoff AX5000 EtherCAT Servo Drives

who manufacture just one or two types of absorbers. Such customers
operate three shifts per day – some handling parts manually, others
with a fully-automated line. Other customer groups include, for example,
OEM absorber producers who manufacture up to 40 or more different
absorber types. To do this, the controller programs must be highly flexible, i.e. every aspect of the product must be adjustable. Our customers
expect a shift worker to be able to carry out the adjustments. Therefore
the graphical display-supported operation of the systems is becoming
increasingly important.”
MiniTec feels that simply storing such individual programs as recipes in
a database is inadequate. Frank Weyermann says: “Our customers have
to and want to create their own recipe programs. The precondition for
this however is an automation platform that will permit this, which is the
great strength of the PC-based controller from Beckhoff.”

phase, the Swiss company integrated the servo drive technology into the
control concept and thereby replaced the external CNC controller. Since
then, the servo drives themselves have also been converted. “The AX5000
Servo Drives from Beckhoff have been in use for around two years,”
says Frédéric Dollinger, who, as project manager for laser applications,
looks after the system technology until it is transferred to the customer.
Dollinger goes on to explain that the Servo Drive safety functions have
also been integrated. “We have been using Safe Pause and Safe Stop
functions.” MiniTec was able to repeat this approach with other safety
aspects. The new integrated safety controller and the TwinSAFE safety
terminals from Beckhoff have aided in the migration of the previously
separate safety technology of the laser welding machine into the control
concept. This way, new possibilities will continue to appear in the future
for Philip Schwander and his team.

Function integration as a short-term objective
The openness of the Beckhoff control platform and its continuous refinement is reflected in the MiniTec Laser welding system concept. In the first

MiniTec Schweiz
www.minitec.ch
Beckhoff Switzerland www.beckhoff.ch
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Voortman combines machines and logistics via software

TwinSAFE helps save engineering
and wiring costs

According to Erik Dommerholt, software development manager at Voortman Automatisering, the advance of automation in steel production is only a matter of time.

The Dutch company Voortman Automatisering was founded more than 40 years ago and is one of the world’s leading suppliers
of CNC-controlled machines for steel production. While many competitors hold on to conventional control systems, the company
with headquarters in Rijssen takes a different approach: with a modular machine concept and the application of a PC-based control
platform from Beckhoff, Voortman is able to fully automate the processing of steel.

Voortman Automatisering, based in Rijssen, specializes in the design,
production and worldwide installation of machines for processing steel
profiles, angle steel and flat steel. The product range includes not only individual machines, but also complete systems that take in unfinished steel
profiles and produce finished products that are cut to size, furnished with
holes, surface-blasted, coated and even welded together with other profiles
if required. “Traditionally, steel construction is an industry requiring numer-

ous manual steps,” said Erik Dommerholt, software development manager
at Voortman Automatisering. “However, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to find suitably qualified personnel, while at the same time companies must
have more efficient production in order to remain competitive. Machines
for sawing, drilling, cutting, welding, blasting and coating are always required in this sector. Through innovative automation one is able to establish
a production system that requires almost no human intervention.”
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The Voortman machine is easily configurable thanks to the latest generation of IPCs and TwinCAT automation
software from Beckhoff.

Software assigns responsibilities for the machines
The automation of steel production lines is only possible if the machines
can communicate with each other and perhaps if they are coupled to
an ERP system. “Voortman therefore developed its own software called
VACAM (Voortman Automatisering Computer Aided Manufacturing),
which runs on TwinCAT PLC automation software from Beckhoff,” said
Erik Dommerholt. “Meanwhile VACAM is used in 90 percent of our machines. The software determines which machine is responsible for what.
When the machine is switched on, it automatically configures its runtime.
The complete machine configuration is specified in an SQL database. But
VACAM is capable of even more: it isn’t just coupled with the configuration database, but also with a product and production database.”
TwinCAT PLC as company standard
The relationship between Voortman and Beckhoff goes back to 1996.
Erik Dommerholt explains: “At the time we developed our own real-time
PC control system with a software PLC and used a Lightbus ISA interface
card. In 2004 the first Voortman machines were equipped with TwinCAT
PLC. Since 2007 this has been the company standard. Over the years,
Voortman integrated all Beckhoff innovations such as EtherCAT and
TwinSAFE into its machines. Today, all frequency controllers are controlled
via EtherCAT, for example.” All software and control parameters can be
found in TwinCAT. Users can monitor all parameters with the aid of the
TwinCAT drive manager.
TwinSAFE enables precise emergency stop analysis
TwinSAFE from Beckhoff enables implementation of a range of safety
tasks. In principle it is possible to set up networks in which standard
and safety signals are mixed or use separate networks. Jurjen Verhoeff
from Dutch Beckhoff distributor, Industrial Automation Link, explains:
“TwinSAFE can be used as an autonomous safety solution or as a local
controller that communicates with a higher-level safety control system.
The TwinCAT System Manager enables flexible integration of TwinSAFE
terminals into the network. The safety solution from Beckhoff facilitates
connection and decoupling of individual modules to and from a machine.
This way, it is possible to expand the system without additional wiring.”

The control components used by Voortman vary depending
on the machine module:
| C6140-0030 control cabinet IPC with CP7032-1060 Control Panel, TwinCAT NC PTP
or NC I, BK2000 Lightbus Bus Coupler with Bus Terminals
| C6140-0030 control cabinet IPC with CP7932-1180 Control Panel, TwinCAT NC PTP
or NC I, EtherCAT Bus Coupler with Bus Terminals and TwinSAFE terminals
| C6920 control cabinet IPC with customized CP7932-1180 Control Panel, TwinCAT NC
PTP or NC I, EtherCAT Bus Coupler with Bus Terminal I/O and TwinSAFE terminals

With the aid of the TwinCAT System
Manager, TwinSAFE terminals can easily
be integrated into the network.
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Automation is becoming increasingly
important in the steel industry.

The user interface of the VACAM control
system can be used to monitor precisely
which machines are connected.

According to Erik Dommerholt TwinSAFE represents considerable progress compared with the previous safety solution. “In the past, large
production systems had a single circuit. In the event of an emergency
stop the circuit was completely switched off, and operators were regularly faced with the task of finding the cause. TwinSAFE is now able to
pinpoint where the emergency stop was triggered. The response is also
known, since the function is coupled to the module. In addition, wiring of
the safety circuit is simpler. TwinSAFE enabled us to become much more
flexible in terms of the safety circuit.”
VACAM software makes production processes
even more efficient
Over the years, Voortman Automatisering made substantial investments
in the development of its machine software. “We now have 11 colleagues
working on the software,” said Erik Dommerholt. “The advance of automation in steel production is only a matter of time. Our machine software
is programmed in C#. We integrate all objects that are required for controlling the machines and the complex production lines. In a production
line with several machines the individual machines know their respective
configuration. If a steel product is programmed in VACAM, the software
determines where the product is cut, drilled or otherwise processed. The
direction of the steel profile is also specified in the software.”
VACAM also integrates the process of drawing a steel profile and the
associated manipulations via a CAD function. During production the

operator can use the software to determine where a certain product is
located. The Voortman service engineers can use Netviewer for system
maintenance purposes. “This is helpful for troubleshooting and it facilitates fast problem solving,” said Erik Dommerholt.
Voortman Automatisering www.voortman.net
Industrial Automation Link www.ial.nl
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All data on wind direction, the ship’s course, the ideal speed, etc.
are transferred via serial connections to several LCD displays strategically positioned at various locations around the ship. The displays
are updated with a frequency of 10 Hz.

The sailing ships taking part in the “America’s Cup” and those made
available to the teams participating in the “Louis Vuitton Trophy” are
high-tech yachts in every respect, including the design, construction and
technical equipment. The use of state-of-the-art materials has only one
aim: to make the yachts faster and more maneuverable. The centerpiece
of such a racing yacht is an advanced navigation system that collects
and analyzes the data from several sensors and makes them available to the crew to ensure that they make the right decisions during
the race.
The expertise that Italian, Fabricio Marabini and Spaniard, Roberto Berrozpe gained during the 2007 “America’s Cup” and other sailing races
was incorporated in their company Faro Advanced Systems, based in
Valencia, Spain. Faro primarily develops navigation solutions for regatta
yachts. Four “America’s Cup” yachts, all equipped with a PC-based navigation system from Faro, took part in the “Louis Vuitton Trophy” race in
Nice. The ships approved for the competition are 24 meters long, have a
mast height of 35 meters and weigh approx. 24 tons. The crew for a yacht
consists of 17 people and a guest.

Beckhoff Embedded PC controls ship
navigation systems

Beckhoff technology sets
sail on “America’s Cup”
yachts
While the “America’s Cup” is currently mainly fought
in the courts rather than on water, the AC sailing crews
met in November 2009 in Nice for the “Louis Vuitton
Trophy,” the traditional qualification event for the
“America’s Cup” challenger teams. The young Italian AC
team “Azzurra” with their yacht “Mascalzone Latino”
were the winners among the eight crews, who were all
using identical boats. A sophisticated navigation system
utilizing a Beckhoff Embedded PC and Bus Terminal I/O
supplied the data that enabled the sailors to calculate
their racing maneuvers.

Advanced technology simplifies decision-making
During a regatta, decisions have to be made as quickly as possible, depending on the race development and a wide range of factors. Advanced
technology can have a significant influence on the race by providing
navigators and tacticians with suitable information. An AC yacht such as
the “Mascalzone Latino,” which took part in the “Louis Vuitton Trophy,”
is equipped with up to 30 sensors providing data for the CPU of the
navigation system. The main variables include the speed of the yacht,
wind speed, acceleration, heeling, torsion, rudder angle, compass and
GPS data.
The choice of the data acquisition system and the CPU were critical
factors for the realization of this project. Having analyzed various options, Fabricio Marabini and Roberto Berrozpe decided to use a powerful
CX1030 Embedded PC from Beckhoff with a 1.8 GHz Intel® Pentium®
M CPU and 1 GB of RAM. The control system is complemented through
analog and digital Bus Terminals and RS232C interfaces providing the
weather data for the crew on displays located at various points around
the yacht. There are two I/O stations for data acquisition, which are linked
via an EtherCAT network.
Course corrections in real-time
The software for the navigation system was entirely developed by Berrozpe and Marabini. The graphic interface enables the navigator to configure
a bar chart from the input signals, selected filters and suitable calculation
algorithms for the individual tasks. The associated operations are executed in the background based on a mathematical model programmed
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The winners of the “Louis Vuitton Trophy”
in November 2009 in Nice were the
Italian team “Azzurra” with their racing
yacht “Mascalzone Latino.”

in C++. The filters play an important role, because the positioning of the
sensors in the ship and their ambient conditions can lead to signals with
a high degree of noise. A typical example is the signal transducer for the
yacht speed, the so-called track, which supplies a pulsed output signal.
Due to its proximity to the rudder blade, turbulences can influence the
signal sampled by the system.
The software also carries out predictive and interpolating functions. The
latter is very useful for crew tactics, since during the pre-start phase the
ship sails in a kind of “waiting loop.” Based on the different conditions
and maneuver sequences, the system can provide the exact time required
to reach the starting line at all times. Another interesting aspect are the
corrections which the system carries out in real-time, e.g. for the measurement of the roll angle, based on a predefined table of values, or for
eliminating inaccuracies in the mechanical elements with regard to the
angle of the rudder blade during turning.
Wireless data transmission to the navigator and tactician
When it came to the choice of control technology, another significant factor for the developer team, in addition to the performance and versatility
of TwinCAT software, was the large number of available software libraries. Based on these function blocks it was possible to conveniently integrate the various I/O terminals and to establish the communication with
external equipment. It also made it easy to implement another system
requirement, namely the transfer of information via a wireless protocol
to mobile devices. In this case, a tablet PC is used to offer the navigator
and the tactician a complete overview of all core navigation data at all
times.
The transmitted data are standardized, so that the crew can interpret
them unmistakably. This is very important for selecting the right option at
the right time in a matter of seconds. In addition, the data are transferred
via individual serial connections to several LCD displays positioned at
strategic points around the ship. These data include the wind direction,
the ship’s course, the ideal speed, the wind angle and the forestay tension.

Flexible control platform gives free hand for
hardware configuration
According to the project developers, the new navigation system offers a
range of advantages compared with conventional systems, including the
real-time capability of EtherCAT and the robustness of the industrial Embedded PCs and the Bus Terminals. Another important aspect, both from
Faro’s and the race team’s perspectives, is the flexibility of the Beckhoff
control platform. It offers numerous hardware configuration options, in
particular, a wide range of I/O terminals to choose from for each application. This makes the navigation system adaptable to different yacht types.
According to Marabini, another important point is the fact that one can
define a suitable topology, i.e. distribute the incoming signals to one or
several nodes, for each situation. For a yacht such as the “Mascalzone
Latino,” which features up to 30 signal inputs, this yields significant savings in terms of cabling. The advantages are obvious: reduced weight and
a significantly lower risk of cable damage. This is particularly important
when one considers that in this boat class the crew has to carry out
numerous maneuvers, and practically all cables are routed openly and
are relatively exposed.
Another advantage of the control platform is the high performance of
EtherCAT, offering a sampling rate of 1 kHz for the input signals, while
conventional systems operate at approx. 100 Hz. The external displays
are updated with a frequency of 10 Hz, compared with 2 Hz for standard
systems. The data are stored, so that all the information can be analyzed
and checked later.
In the future Faro Advanced Systems intends to use a fanless Beckhoff
IPC based on an Intel® Atom™ CPU as the control platform for the
navigation system.

Faro Advanced Systems www.faroadv.com
Beckhoff Spain
www.beckhoff.es

Roberto Berrozpe (left)
and Fabricio Marabini
(right), founders of the
Spanish company Faro
Advanced Systems, which
develops high-tech navigation systems for sailing
yachts
The navigation system is controlled by a CX1030
Embedded PC with EtherCAT I/O modules.
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Combining the traditional
with the modern

Robots perform in the
Beijing Opera
At the Beijing Opera’s robot performance
ormance
held at this year’s Expo in Shanghai,
hanghai,
China presents itself as a country
ry that is
able to combine its centuries-old
d culture
with modern technological advances.
nces. The
robot controller was developed
d at the
University of Shanghai using Beckhoff
Industrial PCs with TwinCAT as the
he automation system and EtherCAT as the communication system.

The robots, developed by the University of Shanghai
and wearing the traditional costumes of the Beijing
Opera, are manipulated and coordinated by a PCand EtherCAT-based Beckhoff automation platform.
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The Beijing Opera, a synthesis of music, drama, pantomime, dance and martial arts, represents a quintessential
element of traditional Chinese culture. This year, it may
even be added to the UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity. The Beijing Opera is based on
legends, myths and historical events which are embedded in the psyche of the Chinese public. Well-defined
roles, artistic costumes and masks, and the general
absence of stage scenery or props raise the spectacle to
a highly symbolic level.
At the Beijing Opera’s robot performance held at this
year’s Expo in Shanghai, China presents itself as a
country that is open to technological progress without
relinquishing cultural roots. Under the global theme of
the Shanghai Expo 2010, “Better City, Better Life,” the
robot performance gives us a taste of a life in the future
with artificial intelligence.
The robots were shown for the first time in the Beckhoff
booth at the Industrial Automation Show in November
2009 in Shanghai. They were developed at the University of Shanghai and use a Beckhoff Industrial PC with
TwinCAT automation software and EtherCAT as the control and motion platform.
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The robots implement the following key technologies:
| Dual arm coordination in a single robot: each robot
has two arms which interact in harmony.
| Multi-robot cooperative performance in a group:
multiple robots work synchronously according to
the actions specified in advance, involving key technologies such as robot self-localization, information
exchange among robots and cooperation, etc.
| control methods for robot arms and mobile platforms: control technology for coordination between
robot chassis and arm gestures
| multi-robot identification and navigation & positioning technology: laser-based, multi-sensor and
multi-robot identification, tracking and navigation
technology
| multi-robot network control: multi-robot coordination via network communication and a speciallydesigned protocol

Beckhoff China www.beckhoff.cn

Control components used
C6350 | Control cabinet Industrial PC
CP62xx | “Economy” built-in Panel PC
EK1100 | EtherCAT Coupler
EL4132 | 2-channel analog output terminal
EL5101 | Incremental encoder interface
EL2521 | 1-channel pulse train output
terminal for stepper motors
TwinCAT | Software PLC/Motion Control

Multiple robots work synchronously according to the

Dual arm coordination in a single robot: each robot has

actions specified in advance, involving key technologies

two arms which interact in harmony.

such as robot self-localization, information exchange
among robots and cooperation, etc.
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User-friendliness and energy efficiency in
building automation

Complex climate control handled by
easy-to-operate PC-based solution in
luxury residential high-rise in Florida
Traditionally, building automation has been similar in accessibility to industrial automation by requiring highly skilled programmers and engineers.
To alleviate this, the American company Fulcrum Automation and Control
Technologies developed FACTWARE, a software solution for intelligent
building monitoring and control based on Beckhoff control components.
FACTWARE is not only simple and intuitive to operate, it also reduces costs
through efficient use of resources.

Based in Beachwood, Ohio, Fulcrum has decades of experience in industrial
automation and control, telecommunications, energy, environmental management, risk management and IT. When Fulcrum implemented FACTWARE in
a luxury residential high-rise called Toscana North, located in Highland Beach,
Florida, they were able to realize the full potential of the building automation
software in terms of operator efficiency and energy savings.
Fulcrum was commissioned to automate the control system for the cooling
tower of the 17-story condominium, which features two recirculating pumps,
two tower cooling fans and three chemical injection pumps. The building
management at Toscana North required a monitoring station with visual
interface and audio alarming capability to be installed in the lobby’s reception area. They also sought the ability to send text message alarms to maintenance crews on cell phones in real-time, 24/7. In addition to the alarming
system, Fulcrum determined there were improvements that could be made to
dramatically enhance the energy- and cost-efficiency of the building.
The Toscana North cooling tower is located on the building’s roof and the
control room for it is near the top floor. Fulcrum placed a Remote Terminal
Unit (RTU) controller near the cooling tower’s fan motors and pumps. The RTU
interfaces with four variable speed drives that together power the pumps
and fans.
“Fulcrum technology requires Windows CE and Beckhoff offers an ideal range
of Windows CE-enabled controllers with a wide selection of processors,” said
Marc Gervais, General Manager, Fulcrum Automation. “This scalability helps
us accommodate our customers’ needs to match the perfect controller to
each unique application.”

As the controls centerpiece, the FACTWARE solution incorporates a networked CX9010 Embedded PC with 533 MHz Intel® IXP420 processor with
XScale® technology, Windows CE, Ethernet, DVI and USB ports as well as
TwinCAT PLC software, all from Beckhoff. The system is also equipped with
various digital and analog Bus Terminals.
Reduced energy consumption – extended service life
Toscana’s cooling towers were installed in 2001 when power cost 5 cents
a kilowatt-hour as opposed to 11 cents today, resulting in a significant
increase in the running costs for Toscana North. As is often the case with
large construction projects, the tower’s control systems were basic and
not designed to optimize energy use. Further costs arose through the risk
of fan failures. The fan controls were based on temperature setpoints with
fan 1 acting as a primary fan at all times while fan 2 operated as supplemental cooling and backup to fan 1, resulting in premature wear of fan 1.
As a complicating factor, maintenance personnel had to reach the top floor
daily to determine the status of the cooling tower and often became aware
of situations “after the fact” instead of foreseeing potential problems before
they developed.
Fulcrum eliminated these inefficiencies by automating the fan system with
12-hour lead/lag type cycling between main and auxiliary functions while
maintaining the building’s original temperature setpoint tuning. “These fans
and pumps are very expensive pieces of equipment” Gervais said. “Alternating lead and lag saves considerable wear and tear and will drastically extend
the life of the equipment.”
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If energy consumption is
reduced by even 10 – 20 percent for every cooling tower, the potential savings for
the market are enormous.

The lobby’s reception area
at Toscana North has a
monitoring station with
visual interface and audio
alarming capability. Communication is facilitated via
a Beckhoff BK9100 Ethernet
TCP/IP Bus Coupler installed
at the concierge desk.
Exterior view of the 17-story

Frank Daire, Building Manager, Toscana North (left),

Toscana North residential

and Marc Gervais, General Manager, Fulcrum Auto-

complex in Highland Beach,

mation (right)

Florida. The intelligent control
system for the cooling tower
uses the FACTWARE building
automation software from

Finally, the system continually monitors and controls the chemical injection
pumps and notifies the chemical vendor when chemicals are out of the specified range, avoiding unnecessary “check up” visits.

Fulcrum Automation, which
is based on Beckhoff control
technology.

Considering the typical ROI system savings on a single
pump running at 60 Hz, the yearly ROI achieved at Toscana
North is significant.

The two pumps are also cycled between main and auxiliary functions on a
12-hour basis. “Previously, the lead pump ran at full speed at 60 Hz. At this
level, the system drew far too much power,” Gervais said. “The amount of
power drawn is not proportional to the speed of the motors, it increases
exponentially. The ideal spot is around 32 Hz or a bit higher depending on
individual drives.” The FACTWARE user is able to log their information and
intelligently modulate power to meet system requirements at all times. The
VSDs ramp up the pumps in such a way that there are no power spikes, preventing wear and tear on the motors. In addition to protecting the equipment
investment, modulating the speed of the pumps provides Toscana North direct savings on energy consumption, leading to a reduction of approximately
30 percent in overall use.

FACTWARE enhances operator efficiency and reduces costs
Configured with contact names, e-mail addresses and cell phone numbers,
the system immediately notifies the Toscana North staff of alarm conditions
and receives scheduled operational logs.
The energy savings combined with time savings for maintenance crews result
in a considerable cost reduction and ROI for the operators of Toscana North.
“The combination of the user interface with Beckhoff’s PC-based technology
is a game-changer for monitoring small-scale HVAC applications and standalone pumping stations,” Gervais said. “There are roughly half a million
cooling towers like the one at Toscana North in the United States. If energy
consumption is reduced by even 10 – 20 percent for each cooling tower, the
potential savings for this market are enormous.”
“Beckhoff offers a flexible control platform that can be easily integrated
into legacy systems,” Gervais said. “This permits painless retrofitting and
vast improvements for applications that were quite difficult to modernize
in the past.”

Fulcrum Automation & Control Technologies www.fulcrumcontrols.com
Toscana North Condominium Association Inc. www.toscananorth.com
Beckhoff USA
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Industrial Ethernet seminars
in India well attended
More than 220 automation engineers attended the Industrial
Ethernet seminars held by the EtherCAT Technology Group
(ETG) in India. The all-day events in Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Pune and Mumbai conveyed the basics of the
EtherCAT technology and their application. The seminars were
accompanied by an exhibition, at which ETG member companies presented their EtherCAT products and services.
Ajey Phatak, Beckhoff Automation India, presents XFC technology.

Throughout the seminar series, the audience was very attentive and used the
opportunity to discuss the EtherCAT technology and its application with the
presenters – in most cases obviously with clear use cases in mind. For most
participants the seminars represented their first encounter with EtherCAT and Industrial Ethernet. For most participants this seminar was the first encounter with
EtherCAT and Industrial Ethernet in general. However, some questions were very
specific and showed that several attendees had already studied the technology
in detail and are working with it already. Martin Rostan, Executive Director of the

Full house at the seminar in Bangalore

EtherCAT seminars also in Norway

EtherCAT Technology Group and one of the speakers, was impressed: “Following
our first internal ETG seminar series in India in May 2009 and a few introductory
articles, these seminars mark the public introduction of EtherCAT to the Indian
automation community. I was impressed by the great interest and the technical
knowledge of the participants. During the seminar series I learned about many
exciting EtherCAT development projects in India.” Indian hardware and software
developers implement the technology both for Indian companies and for large
international suppliers of automation technology.

EtherCAT seminar in Chennai

particular have a high significance. The highavailability options of EtherCAT and the topol-

Of course there were not as many participants as

ogy advantages prove their worth especially in

in India, but the listeners were just as interested:

these applications. Line redundancy combined

the EtherCAT seminar series in Norway took

with large numbers of nodes, fiber optic for

place in February in Horten near Oslo, Stavanger

intrinsically safe transmission and the outstand-

and Trondheim. Norway is strongly reliant on

ing diagnostic characteristics are particularly in

process technology; oil and gas production in

demand here.
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World record:
30 different axes
in one network
Probably a world record: 30 axes,
20 manufacturers, one network

The large variety of EtherCAT controllers, drives,
I/Os and sensors was also reflected once again at
the ETG booth at the SPS/IPC/DRIVES in Nuremberg,
Germany. Over 200 different devices were on display
there, among them a multivendor demo with 30 drives
by 20 manufacturers that are all operated synchronously in just one EtherCAT network – that is probably
a world record. This demo system will also be a high-

light at the ETG booth in Hall 9 at Hanover Fair. Thanks
to a large increase in the floor area of the booth, the
outstanding characteristics of the technology can now
also be shown to the full in Hanover: performance,
variety of topologies, seamless integration of other
fieldbuses, low costs and simple implementation –
and, of course, by far the largest selection of devices
in the entire Industrial Ethernet market.

Update: implementation guideline for CANopen servo drives
EtherCAT specifies the behavior of drives within the
IEC 61800-7 standard. In this international standard, both
the CANopen drive profile (DS402) and the SERCOS drive
profile are mapped on EtherCAT.
In order to focus the implementation of the DS402 profile on the specific
characteristics of EtherCAT, the ETG.6010 implementation guideline was
published as early as 2007. From the ten operating modes this guideline
selects the three cyclically synchronous operating modes, for example,
in order to implement the control of the position, the speed or even
the torque via the fieldbus. These operating modes had already been
developed with EtherCAT in mind, since short-cyclic operation is only

made possible at all by high-performance communication using EtherCAT.
Additionally, the behavior of optional functions, such as homing and
touch-probe functions, is clearly described with the aid of function groups.
The acceptance of the guideline is reflected in the increased number of
drives made by ETG members, which are implemented according to the
guideline. In addition, the conformity of servo drives with DS402 device
profiles is tested in the official EtherCAT Conformance Test on the basis
of the guideline. The new version of the guideline is available to ETG
members for download. It contains additional explanations and improvements, which have been developed in the ETG work group in cooperation
with the corresponding CAN in Automation work group.
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EtherCAT in demand as Embedded network
As the only hard real-time capable Ethernet technology that
needs neither coprocessor nor special chips in the master,
EtherCAT is in demand not only in classic automation technology, but also and especially in Embedded applications; after
all, virtually every microcontroller board today has an Ethernet
port on board and therefore already satisfies the hardware
requirements for an EtherCAT controller. Naturally, the ETG
was also represented at the Embedded World in Nuremberg,
Germany, with its own booth. The trade fair closed with a
new attendance record and the ETG booth was also very well
attended. Many developers took the opportunity to make
themselves familiar with the technology or to address the ETG
team directly regarding current projects. EtherCAT can already
be found in many Embedded applications, for instance in medical or measurement technology – not only in applications, in
which classic Embedded bus systems such as CAN reach their
performance limits.

Safety Drive Profile published

The ETG is represented at the most important trade shows in China: here the booth at the
IAS in Shanghai.

ETG successful in China
Organized by the ETG office in Beijing, the EtherCAT Technology Group participates in
trade fair booths at the most important automation trade fairs in China. In March this
was the SIAF (SPS – Industrial Automation Fair) in Guangzhou in the south of China; in
November the IAS (Industrial Automation Show) in Shanghai in the east of the country.
2009 was also a very successful year for the EtherCAT Technology Group in China: the
number of members in China and Taiwan has almost doubled to over 100.

The Safety over EtherCAT Safety Drive Profile ETG.6100 has been
defined in the ETG for the control and configuration of integrated
drive safety functions. The definition of a uniform control and status
word in this safe device profile enables users to operate drives from
different manufacturers in the same way on their safety controllers.
Thus, the variety of function blocks in the controller is reduced and
the operation simplified.
Typical implementations of the integrated drive safety functions,
which are only very generally defined in the IEC 61800-5-2 standard,
are clearly specified in terms of their behavior and the necessary
parameters are described. In order to keep the profile independent
of the safety bus employed, the mapping of these parameters to
Safety over EtherCAT has been outsourced in a further document. This
underlines the EtherCAT Technology Group’s efforts to also make it
possible for different interested organizations or technologies to use
the Safety Drive Profiles.
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Beckhoff at
SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2009
The SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2009, which took place from 24 to 26 November
2009 in Nuremberg, Germany, once again achieved an attendance
record with 48,595 trade visitors. Beckhoff presented its entire range
of PC- and EtherCAT-based automation technology on a floor area
of over 1,000 sqm. The visitors’ interest was focused on the top innovation, HD Bus Terminals, and the preview of TwinCAT 3, the new
software generation for PC-based control technology.
Impressions www.beckhoff.com/SPS2009

Beckhoff at CeBIT 2010
Beckhoff presented its solutions for industrial IT, industrial communication and
building automation at CeBIT for the fifth time in succession. The versatile Industrial PC technology from Beckhoff is suitable for a wide range of applications,
including factory automation and production-related IT applications. The product
highlights included the CP-Link 3 desktop transfer software, RFID products and
the new stainless steel Control Panels.

Tire Technology Expo 2010

Tire Technology Expo, which took place in February 2010 in Cologne,
Germany, has been the world’s most important trade fair for tire production for the last ten years. In Cologne, Beckhoff presented PC- and
EtherCAT-based automation solutions for the tire industry. New Automation Technology from Beckhoff offers a versatile platform for automating
a wide range of tire production processes. In addition, Beckhoff offers
customized solutions that are specially adapted and developed for the
requirements of the tire industry.
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Trade shows 2010
Europe
Germany
Light+Building
April 11 – 16, 2010
Frankfurt
Hall 11.0, Booth C55
www.light-building.messefrankfurt.com

Hanover Fair
April 19 – 23, 2010
Hanover
Hall 9, Booth F06

K
October 27 – November 03, 2010
Düsseldorf
Hall 11, Booth G21
www.k-online.de

SPS/IPC/Drives
November 23 – 25, 2010
Nuremberg
Hall 7, Booth 406
www.mesago.de/sps

Austria

www.hannovermesse.de

Photovoltaic Technology Show
April 27 – 29, 2010
Stuttgart
Hall 6, Booth L14
www.photon-expo.com

Sensor+Test
May 15 – 20, 2010
Nuremberg
Hall 11, Booth 127

Vienna-Tec
October 12 – 15, 2010
Vienna

www.automatica-munich.com

SMM
September 07 – 10, 2010
Hamburg
www.hamburg-messe.de/smm

Motek
September 13 – 16, 2010
Stuttgart
www.motek-messe.de

IFAT Entsorga
September 13 – 17, 2010
Munich

Automa
May 18 – 20, 2010
Poznan

www.emballageweb.com

www.automa.mtp.pl

www.vienna-tec.at

Italy
Belgium

Packology
June 08 – 11, 2010
Rimini
Hall C3, Booth 153

www.easyfairs.com

www.packologyexpo.com

easyFairs Factory & Process Automation
October 20 – 21, 2010
Brussels

Control & Communication
September 28, 2010
Milan

www.easyfairs.com

www.mostreconvegno.it

Denmark

SPS/IPC/Drives Italia
October 19 – 21, 2010
Parma

ITFM
September 28 – October 01, 2010
Moscow
Booth 75A

www.sps-italia.net/it/inside.asp

www.itfm-expo.ru

Automatik
September 07 – 09, 2010
Brøndby
www.automatik2010.dk

Finland
Tekniikka
October 05 – 07, 2010
Jyväskylä
www.jklpaviljonki.fi/tekniikka2010

Norway
Eliaden
May 31 – June 03, 2010
Lillestrøm
Hall C, Booth 03-18
www.eliaden.no

ONS
August 24 – 27, 2010
Stavanger

www.ifat.de

France

Husum WindEnergy
September 21 – 25, 2010
Husum
Hall 6, Booth C14

Mesure Expo
June 01 – 03, 2010
Paris

www.husumwindenergy.de

In Machine
June 22, 2010
Lyon

www.euroexpo.se

www.in-machine.com

Intelligent Building System
September 21 – 22, 2010
Paris

EWEC
April 20 – 23, 2010
Warsaw
Hall 4, Booth 4068

www.ibs-event.com

www.ewec.info

FachPack
September 28 – 30, 2010
Nuremberg
www.fachpack.de

EuroBLECH
October 26 – 30, 2010
Hanover
www.euroblech.de

HAPExpo
November 17 – 19, 2010
Sosnowiec

easyFairs ECL
September 23 – 24, 2010
Brussels

www.sensor-test.de

Automatica
June 08 – 11, 2010
Munich
Hall A2, Booth 103

Emballage
November 22 – 25, 2010
Paris

http://en.mesurexpo.com

www.ons.no

EuroExpo Ålesund
September 08 – 09, 2010
Ålesund

www.exposilesia.pl/hapexpo

Russia
Automation
June 01 – 05, 2010
Moskau
www.avtprom.ru

PTA
October 05 – 07, 2010
Moscow
Hall 3, Booth C1
www.pta-expo.ru

Automation
November 16 – 18, 2010
Saint-Petersburg
Hall 1
www.farexpo.ru/ais

Hi-Tech Building
December 07 – 09, 2010
Moscow
www.hitechhouse.ru

Spain
Poland

BIEMH
June 31 – 05, 2010
Bilbao
www.biemh.com
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Sweden
S.E.E.
April 13 – 15, 2010
Stockholm
Booth C13:20
www.see-event.se

Elmia Motek
May 18 – 20, 2010
Jönköping
Hall D, Booth D03:40
www.elmia.se/motek

Wood Products & Technology
August 24 – 27, 2010
Gothenburg
Booth B09:20

Chinaplas
April 19 – 22, 2010
Shanghai
Hall E3, Booth B61
www.chinaplasonline.com

CWEE
April 27 – 29, 2010
Shanghai
www.cwee.com.cn

SNEC PV Power Expo
May 05 – 07, 2010
Shanghai

United Arab Emirates
Power Generation & Water Middle East
October 17 – 19, 2010
Abudhabi
www.powerandwaterme.com

The Big 5 Show
November 21 – 24, 2010
Dubai
www.thebig5exhibition.com

North America
Canada

www.snec.org.cn

Canadian Manufacturing Week
October 05 – 07, 2010
Toronto
Booth 4030

nemonet.swefair.se/templates/StartPageMain____1059.aspx

www.ccieme.com.cn

EuroExpo Falun
September 15 – 16, 2010
Falun

FAPA
May 12 – 15, 2010
Beijing

www.euroexpo.se

www.fa-pa.com.cn

Scanautomatic
October 26 – 28, 2010
Gothenburg

China Glass
June 04 – 07, 2010
Beijing

www.scanautomatic.se

www.chinaglass-expo.com

EuroExpo Piteå
November 10 – 11, 2010
Piteå

Electrical Building Technology
June 09 – 12, 2010
Guangzhou

ATX South
April 28 – 29, 2010
Charlotte
Booth 2128

www.euroexpo.se

www.lighting-building.com

www.devicelink.com/expo/atxsamx09

Wind Power Asia
June 23 – 25, 2010
Beijing

Machine Automation Safety Congress
May 04 – 05, 2010
Mississauga
Hall 3, Booth 721, 719

easyFairs Verpackung Schweiz
April 21 – 22, 2010
Zurich
Booth D:20
www.easyfairs.com

Siams
May 04 – 08, 2010
Moutier
www.siams.ch

swissT.meeting
June 30 – July 01, 2010
Zurich
www.swisstmeeting.ch

www.windpowerasia.com

CIEME
September 01 – 05, 2010
Shenyang
www.zxexpo.com

China Brew & Beverage
September 07 – 10, 2010
Beijing
www.chinabrew-beverage.com

CWME
September 23 – 26, 2010
Wuhan
www.cwme.com.cn

UK
Drives and Controls
June 08 – 10, 2010
Birmingham
Booth D2330
www.drives2010.com

Asia

www.chinawind.org.cn

Industrial Automation Show
November 09 – 13, 2010
Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com

www.aii.com.cn

WEFTEC
October 04 – 06, 2010
New Orleans
Booth 1306

http://www.sme.org/cmw

USA
NA Material Handling & Logistics Show
April 26 – 29, 2010
Cleveland
Booth 2937
www.nashow.com

www.safermachines.com/index.php/MachineAutomation-Safety-Congress-MASC.html

ISA Expo
October 06 – 08, 2010
Houston
Booth 124
www.isa.org/expotemplate.cfm

Solar Power International
October 12 – 14, 2010
Los Angeles
www.solarpowerconference.com

Pack Expo
October 31 – November 03, 2010
Chicago
Booth N-4613
www.packexpo.com/pelv2009/public/enter.aspx

Fabtech
November 02 – 04, 2010
Atlanta
Booth 3350
www.fmafabtech.com

South America
Brazil
Fispal Tecnologia
June 08 – 11, 2010
São Paulo

ASES National Solar Conference
May 17 – 22, 2010
Phoenix
Booth 806

www.fispal.com

www.ases.org/index.php?option=com_

www.mercopar.com.br

content&view=article&id=18&Itemid=147

ISA Show
November 10 – 12, 2010
São Paulo

Windpower
May 23 – 26, 2010
Dallas
Booth 12549

Mercopar
October 19 – 22, 2010
Caxias do Sul

www.isashow.com.br

www.windpowerexpo.org

China Wind Power
October 14 – 16, 2010
Beijing

China
Automation & Instrument
April 15 – 17, 2010
Chengdu

www.iwfatlanta.com

www.weftec.org

CCEME
May 07 – 09, 2010
Hefei

Switzerland

IWF
August 25 – 28, 2010
Atlanta
Booth 9619

India

ATX East
June 08 – 10, 2010
New York City
Booth 2501
www.devicelink.com/expo/atxe08

InterSolar North America
July 13 – 15, 2010
San Francisco
Booth 9649
www.intersolar.us

Automation
September 21 – 24, 2010
Mumbai
Hall 1, Booth D37
www.automation2010.com

For additional information on
our worldwide subsidiaries’ and
partner companies’ trade show
schedules please check:
www.beckhoff.com
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